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Abstract
Blind source separation (BSS), aimed at estimation of original source signals from their 
mixtures without any (or with minor) knowledge about the sources or the mixing medium, 
is an exciting area of research due to its various applications.
Recently, tensor factorization (TF) has been employed for blind modelling of biomedical 
data to estimate the signatures of desired sources and identify the mixing system by 
factorizing the second/higher order statistics of the mixtures. Our proposed approaches 
in this thesis extend the conventional TF methods to exploit nonstationarity of the sources 
in developing new BSS methodologies.
For instantaneous mixtures, we propose a novel, so called, first order blind source sep­
aration (FOBSS) method to factorize the mixture signals. This method has been used 
for separation of EEG and linear mixtures of speech signals and has higher accuracy and 
robustness in both separation and identification of moderately correlated sources.
The FOBSS method is then extended for separation of mutually correlated subcomponents 
(P3a and P3b) of event related potentials (ERPs).
In the case of having nonstationary sources with sparse events, a new TF based under­
determined BSS is developed which exploits block sparsity of the sources. This method 
overcomes the traditional bounds for the maximum number of separable sources in the 
context of TF. This method, called UOM-BSS, has been used for separation of synthetic 
and real block sparse signals such as speech.
In addition, with regards to convolutive mixtures, a novel TF based convolutive BSS 
(CBSS) method has been developed, in time domain, by proposing an extended version 
of FOBSS for separation of sources with sparse events. This method has been applied 
for separation of heart and lung sound signals form their convolutive mixtures. Finally, 
a semi-blind version of proposed TF CBSS is introduced. This method has been ap­
plied for separation of speech signals when some a priori information about the locations 
of the speakers and the microphones are available. The results demonstrate the higher 
performance of the semi-blind method compared with those of blind CBSS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
Blind source separation (BSS) is the method for estimating original source signals from 
their mixtures observed at a number of sensors. BSS is an exciting field of research in 
statistical signal processing due to its applications in various fields such as speech analysis, 
biomedical signal processing, and digital communications [9], [10], [11] [12]. The main 
appeal of BSS is tha t source separation has to be achieved without using any training 
data. Instead, only weak assumptions regarding the sources and the unknown medium 
are permitted. Cocktail party problem [10], [13] is one general example of BSS problem. 
In a cocktail party, many people talk to each other simultaneously. However, a listener 
in the party can discern the voice of a particular speaker from a myriad of other voices. 
This ability to select one voice in such an uncontrolled acoustic environment is possible, 
as the human brain learns how to exploit several auxiliary factors such as probability of 
frequent words in general sentences, accent of the speaker, speaker facial expression, and 
discrimination between male and female voices. Therefore, the objective in a BSS problem, 
as mentioned earlier, is to extract the unknown sources from their observed mixtures when 
the media is not known too. Unlike the human brain which benefits from multi-modal 
information, most BSS algorithms are uni-modal (e.g. just audio information). Also, there 
are a number of proposed bi-modal or multi-modal BSS algorithms [14], [15]. The uni­
modality and the blindness of BSS implies tha t the BSS techniques have to fully benefit 
from the weak assumptions concerning the sources and the mixing environment. One
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of the most common approaches which assumes statistical independence of the sources is 
called independent component analysis (ICA). ICA is a powerful statistical tool, tha t seeks 
to decompose the data into a set of signals tha t are mutually statistically independent. 
There are three major approaches in using ICA for BSS [16]:
1. Factorising the joint probability density function (pdf) of the reconstructed signals 
into its marginal pdfs. Under the assumption tha t the source signals are stationary 
and non-Caussian, the independence of the reconstructed signals can be measured by 
a statistical distance between the joint distribution and the product of its marginal 
pdfs. Kullback-Laibler (KL) divergence (distance) is an example. For non-stationary 
cases and for the short-length data, there will be poor estimation of the pdfs. There­
fore, in such cases, this approach may not lead to good results.
2. Maximizing the non-Caussianity of the estimated source signals. This concept is 
equivalent to minimizing the mutual information (MI) between the sources tha t 
may be considered as a measure of independence.
3. Eliminating the temporal cross-correlation functions of the reconstructed signals as 
much as possible. In order to perform this, the correlation matrix of observations can 
be diagonalized at different time lags simultaneously. Here, second order statistics 
are also normally used. As another advantage, it can be applied in the presence of 
white noise since such noise can be avoided by using the cross correlation only for r  
^  0. Such a method is appropriate for stationary and weakly stationary sources (i.e 
when the stationarity condition holds within a short segment of data).
In majority of the cases it is assumed tha t the number of sources is known. The assumption 
about the number of sources avoids any ambiguity caused by false estimation of the number 
of sources. In exactly-determined cases the number of sources is equal to the number of 
mixtures. In over-determined situations, the number of mixtures is more than the number 
of sources. However, the BSS problem is even more complicated in under-determined cases 
when there are less sensors than sources. In such a case, a practical assumption regarding 
the sources can be made, i.e. having sparse/disjoint sources. The sparsity of the sources 
refers to the situation where the sources are mostly inactive in time domain. In these cases 
the sources can be considered disjoint, thus, enabling one to exploit the structure of the
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mixing process [13]. Sparsity of a signal may be in other domains, rather than time, too. 
These methods which rely on sparsity of the sources are called sparse component analysis 
(SCA) based methods. SCA is generally a technique which extracts sparse signals from 
their observations.
Joint diagonalization of second order (SOS) and higher order statistics (HOS) of mixture 
signals are the most common approaches to implement the ICA [17] [18].
On the other hand, tensor factorization as a powerful tool has been employed to jointly 
diagonalizing SOS or HOS information [19] [20]. Moreover the tensor factorization is able 
to tackle the under-determined blind identification (UBI) problem which estimates the 
mixing system (not the sources) even without sparsity assumption on sources [7]. All 
of above methods are developed to tackle the one specific case of BSS problem called 
instantaneous BSS. Blind source separation as hot topic within the signal processing and 
the neural networks communities dates back to the work of Hérault and Ju tten  in the 
French conference GRETSI in 1985 [21]. During the last two decades BSS has evolved into 
three main classes, notably instantaneous, anechoic, and echoic/convolutive BSS. When 
the high signal propagation velocity allows the assumption tha t the mixtures impinge on 
the sensors without any relative delay, it is called instantaneous blind source separation. 
It arises in a number of biomedical applications such as separation of electrocardiogram 
(EGG), electroencephalogram (EEG), and magnetoencephalogram (MEG) [16] [22] [23]. 
On the other hand, anechoic BSS can be seen as the intermediate between instantaneous 
and convolutive/echoic BSS since there is only one path for each source-sensor exists 
and the transmission involves delay only. It refers to the situation whereby due to low 
propagation speed a delay is associated with each source in the mixtures through direct 
paths. Examples of such a scenario are: group of persons talking in an open area, the 
acoustics in an anechoic chamber or acoustic room, Doppler frequency-shifts differing 
between mobile sensors and sources [24], and spatial shifts from refiections through window 
glass [25]. In convolutive or echoic BSS, each element of the mixing m atrix is in fact an 
impulse response filter tha t simulates multipaths from sources to sensors.
In this case, to produce the current mixture sample the past and the present samples of the 
source signals are necessary. In this thesis we are going to  exploit the im portant features 
of the tensor factorization methodology to develop new blind source separation meth­
ods. All above three types of BSS problems (linear exact-determind or over-determind.
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linear under determined, and convolutive BSS problems) are addressed in this thesis in 
view of improving the existing BSS techniques for separation of nonstationary sources or 
separation of sources with sparse events.
1.1.1 Strategies of the thesis
Tensor factorization based methods have been used in many areas such as chemometric, 
psychology, brain modelling, communication, image processing, bioinformatic, pattern 
recognition, and data mining applications [26]. More specifically, the tensor factorization 
is known to be useful for BSS with applications in communication, biomedical, and audio 
signal processing. It is shown tha t the tensor factorization can be used to tackle the 
simultaneous diagonalization problem as a part of ICA methodology [20]. So, the tensor 
factorization can also be employed on all ICA based BSS applications as well.
In this thesis we are going to propose new tensor factorization based BSS methods for 
biomedical and audio signal separation applications. Our main objective is employing the 
tensor factorization concept in order to improve the performance of blind source separation 
and identification of instantaneous, exact/under determined, and convolutive mixtures of 
nonstationary sources. The objectives of this research are listed as follows:
1. Reviewing state of the art research on major BSS methods with more focus on joint 
diagonalization based methods and consequently tensor factorization concept.
2. Developing an efficient and robust tensor based BSS method which exploits the 
nonstationarity of the independent sources.
3. Proposing a suitable BSS method which can tolerate the dependency of the sources. 
This method can be used for separation of highly correlated brain signals such as 
the event related potentials.
4. Exploiting block sparsity of the signals to propose new underdetermined blind iden­
tification and separation methods which unlike traditional undetermined methods 
exploits event sparsity.
5. Developing techniques in time domain to tackle the blind and semi-blind convoula- 
tive blind source separation problems for separation of nonstationary independent 
sources.
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1.1.2 Organisation of the thesis
Chapter 2 is devoted to reviewing the BSS and tensor factorization concepts. The theo­
retical conditions under which a proper blind identification and separation is achievable 
are provided in detail. The major BSS algorithms are also described. Furthermore, the 
problem of joint diagonalization and its relation with the tensor factorization is expressed. 
Finally, the basics of tensor factorization concept with focus on Kruskal tensor model [27] 
are described.
In Chapter 3, a new orthogonal tensor model for segmented mixture signals built by 
mixing independent nonstationary sources, called first order tensor model, is proposed. 
This model, unlike the general BSS methods which use the higher order, in particular 
second order statistics, deals with signals directly. This model is more robust to violating 
the independence and orthogonality assumption of the segmented source signals. An 
efficient algorithm is developed to estimate the proposed model parameters.
In Chapter 4, the proposed first order tensor model is extended to separation of highly 
overlapped/correlated signals by defining a new tensor-based structural model which takes 
the correlation into account. In order to tackle the underdetermined BSS, the block 
sparsity constraint of the segmented sources is considered in Chapter 5 for the proposed 
first order model. This approach improves the general upper bound for maximum possible 
number of sources in second order underdetermind blind identification problem suggested 
by the existing methods.
Chapter 6 presents a novel technique for blind separation of block sparse sources from their 
convolutive mixtures. The proposed method is built upon the first order tensor model. 
Moreover, this method can benefit from geometrical information of the sources in cocktail 
party problem. Consequently, a semi-blind convolutive BSS method with application in 
multi-modal blind source separation is proposed.
Finally, in Chapter 7, the work presented herein is summarized and some future research 
directions are proposed.
Chapter 2
Blind Source Separation and 
Tensor Factorization
2.1 Problem  statem ent
The BSS problem is to estimate the constituent Ns sources s{t) of a given set of Nx 
observed mixture signals x(t) which are often contaminated by noise signals v(t), with 
minimum assumptions about the mixing medium and the sources. The mixing models 
can be summarized as shown in Table 2.1 [13] where t is the time:
In this table i =  1,..., Nx, Vi(t) denote the îth  element of the mixture column vectors 
x{t)eR^=^, v { t)e R ^^  respectively, and Sj{t) denotes the j th  element of the source column 
vector s(t)ER^^. t denotes the discrete time index, p =  1,..., L denotes the time lag index, 
and aijp is an element of the mixing m atrix Ap, corresponding to its zth row, j t h  column, 
and its delay In the absence of the subscript p  in aij it is assumed th a t there is at 
most one delay and Ap is called mixing matrix A, also A  is called the signal dictionary
Table 2.1: Mixing models for instantaneous, anechoic, and convolutive mixtures
Mixing Model Mathematichal Model
Instantaneous =  + Vi{t)
Convolutive Anechoic W =  -  n j)  +  Vi{t)
Convolutive Echoic = I 2 ^ = i i 2 i = i a i j p S j { t  -  Tijp) +  Vi{t)
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Table 2.2: Unmixing models for instantaneous, convolutive anechoic, and convolutive 
echoic blind source separation
Mixing Model Mathematichal Model
Instantaneous
Convolutive Echoic Vji^) ~  'Ï2i=lï2p=l'^jip^i(^ ~  '^jip)
or basis m atrix in the SCA literature [28]. In theory, the impulse response between the 
ith  sensor and the ^th source can have infinite length (L =  oo). However, practically, it 
is assumed tha t L < oo. Moreover, in this work, it is assumed tha t Ap  are stationary for 
whole period of observations. In the EEG dipole source models [29], the stationarity of A  
implies tha t the sources have fixed locations and orientations. Similarly, in this work it is 
assumed tha t the sources do not move.
Instantaneous and convolutive source separations are the two main problems within the 
BSS community. Instantaneous BSS methods have better performance compared with 
those for anechoic systems. Similarly, convolutive BSS algorithms have better performance 
in anechoic scenarios [13], [24], [25], [30], [31], [32]. Generally speaking, most of BSS 
approaches try  to estimate the inverse of generative mixing models shown in Table 2.1. So, 
the source separation problem for the instantaneous and convolutive cases, by ignoring the 
noise terms, can be shown by Table 2.2. where j  = 1,..., Ng, yj{t) denotes the j t h  element 
of the estimated source column vector y{t)  and Wjip is the element of the separating or 
unmixing matrix W p  corresponding to its j th  row, ith  column, and its related delay rjip.
2.1.1 Indeterminancies of the problem
In BSS, it is not possible to uniquely estimate the source signals without some a priori 
knowledge. In the absence of such knowledge, there exists two ambiguities inherent to 
BSS, namely the permutation and the scaling ambiguities. In other words,
1. Due to the blindness of the problem, the order of the recovered sources is not known 
since both the mixing matrix and the sources are unknown [9]. Thus, a change in the order 
of the recovered sources also implies a permutation of the corresponding columns of the 
mixing matrix. Therefore, any change in the order of the terms for the outer summations 
in Table 2.2 does not affect the result of the summations.
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2- The amplitude of original sources can not be determined. Since both A  and sj; j  =
l, . . . ,N s  are unknown, any scalar multiplier aj  of source Sj can be cancelled by dividing 
the corresponding column by the same multiplier;
^  E  (2-1)
3 ^
Clearly, the effect of multiplication of aj  by Sj source vector can be cancelled out by 
dividing the j th  column of the mixing m atrix by the same factor aj.  This demonstrates 
tha t the sources can be estimated only up to a scaling constant. In some BSS methods to 
overcome this problem the variances of the source signals are assumed to be one [9], [33]. 
Moreover, it is notable tha t the scaling ambiguity also includes the sign ambiguity, i.e. the 
BSS model will not be altered, if any of the sources is multiplied by -1. These ambiguities 
show tha t the unmixing m atrix W  is not necessarily the exact inverse of the mixing m atrix 
A. Instead,
W  =  P A A t (2.2)
where the superscript (.)t denotes pseudo-inverse operator, P  is a permutation matrix, 
and A is a diagonal matrix to convey the scaling ambiguity.
These indeterminacies are usually expressed as scaling, permutation, and delay of esti­
mated source signals (in convolutive scenario) which are not so im portant in most of the 
real world applications. In majority of signal processing applications, estimation of the 
exact amplitude, order of the signals, or even time delays are not very crucial and it is 
desirable to have only the waveforms of the original sources to exploit useful information 
form the estimated waveforms [33].
2.2 State of the art in blind source separation
Several algorithms in the context of BSS have been developed each relying on different 
assumptions and exploiting different characteristics of the signals. This section mainly 
overviews ICA techniques. ICA estimates statistically independent sources, whilst SCA 
recovers the sparse sources. ICA dates back to the early work of Herrault and Ju tten  [21]. 
Later, this work was applied to BSS in 1985. Infomax proposed by Bell and Sejnowski [34] 
sparked much enthusiasm for exact-determined (i.e. equal number of sources and sensors).
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and over-determined (i.e. more sensors than sources) BSS scenarios. Whenever the number 
of sensors is less than the number of sources, SCA is a more practical tool to separate 
the sources. In such cases, the number of active sources at each time instant should be 
generally at most equal to one [35] . This particular situation is termed as sparsity of the 
sources. In 2000, the work of Bofill and Zibulevsky [36] illustrated tha t SCA can solve 
under-determined BSS by exploiting the sparsity of sources in their time-frequency, by 
applying the short-time Fourier transform, representation. Consequently, SCA attracted 
much attention and attained a much wider audience. The concept of SCA already had 
been exploited in mid-1990s. The fundamental assumption of SCA can be extended to 
those data which can be sparsified by a given transformation such as Fourier-transform, 
wavelet transform, and so forth. SCA estimates the basis vectors of the mixing matrix, by 
exploiting the geometric constraint imposed by sparsity, followed by sparse source recovery. 
More recently, the SCA has been improved by introducing k-sparse component analysis 
(k-SCA), when the sparsity condition is relaxed to having more than one active source at 
each time [37] [38] [39], [40], [41]. On the other hand some of the under-determined blind 
identification methods benefit from tensor factorization concept to estimate the mixing 
system [7], [8], [42]. It should be noted tha t most ICA and SCA algorithms do not take 
into account the noise component Vi(t) in the mixing models of Table 2.1. In other words, 
they ignore the noise term in their source separation process as can be seen in Table 2.2.
In the following section, ICA is defined and a survey on the existing methods has been 
provided. Likewise for TF in a later subsection. Here, we review Infomax (derived from 
information maximization), briefiy fast fixed-point algorithm for independent component 
analysis (FastICA), second order blind identification (SOBI), and joint approximate di­
agonalization of eigen matrices (JADE). These methods are respectively based on mini­
mization of the mutual information, maximization of the negentropy of every estimated 
signal, diagonalization of a set of time delayed covariance matrices, and minimization of 
sum of the squared cross-cumulants of the estimates. Some of these methods will be used 
in the next subsections to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods. Most of 
the above methods need to have zero mean data as their input and also some of them 
needs to have whitened inputs. So, in the context of BSS the whitening is introduced as a 
pre-processing step, which is normally done by principal component analysis (PCA), and 
is briefly explained in the next subsection.
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2.3 W hitening process using PC A
In the context of BSS, PCA seeks to remove the cross-correlation between the observed 
signals, and ensure tha t they have unit variance. It operates by finding the projections of 
the mixture data in orthogonal directions of maximum variances [9]. A vector z is said to 
be spatially white if
E { z z ^  -  1} =  0 (2.3)
where E {.}  denotes the expectation operator and I  is the identity matrix. In BSS problem 
the separating matrix, W , can be decomposed into two components, i.e.
W  =  U V  (2.4)
where V  is the whitening m atrix and U  is a rotation m atrix [43]. The whitening matrix
V  can be computed as follows:
V  =  Q -5 E ^  (2.5)
where E  is the eigenvector matrix of the covariance m atrix of x(t) at zero lag, =  
E{x(t)x(t)^} . It projects the data into the orthogonal space. Q is a diagonal m atrix and 
includes the eigenvalues of Ca;. However, it is im portant to  notice th a t whitening m atrix
V  is not unique because it can be pre-multiplied by an orthogonal m atrix to obtain 
another version of V . Moreover, when noise is involved in observation there are some 
robust whitening algorithms which take different lagged covariance matrices into account 
to compute the optimum whitening matrix [44]. Although many ICA algorithms use pre­
whitening step, this process has the disadvantage tha t the calculations are directly aflPected 
by additive Gaussian noise. Recall tha t ICA is blind to additive Gaussian noise. Errors 
introduced in the pre-whitening step cannot be completely removed in the secondary 
processes (even when they deal with higher-order statistics which are more robust to 
additive Gaussian noise) [45].
2.4 ICA based algorithms
Independent component analysis is a statistical approach to decompose multivariate mix­
tures into components tha t are statistically as independent as possible. Basically ICA
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has been designed for instantaneous BSS model [9], [10], [21]. Later, some researchers 
developed extended ICA for convolutive BSS problems. In effect, ICA implies tha t the 
joint probability density function p(s(t)) of the sources can be factorised as:
Ns
P(sW ) =  (2.6)
J=1
where pj(s(t))  is the marginal distribution of the j th  source. Furthermore, the statistical 
independence of the sources implies the uncorrelatedness of the sources, but the reverse 
is not necessarily true. As it is mentioned, most ICA algorithms decorrelate the mixtures 
via spatial whitening before optimising their separating criteria or cost functions. As 
starting point to introduce ICA based algorithms, we describe Infomax [34]. This method 
is developed by Bell and Sejnowski endeavour to  maximise the statistical independence 
by minimising the mutual information between the estimated sources. Two independent 
variables yi and y2 are called statistically independent, whenever their mutual information 
is zero. In Infomax algorithm in order to minimise the mutual information the output 
entropy is maximised [46]. Assume x  is the input to the neural network and y  is the 
output vector. The following equation describes the relation between the inputs and the 
outputs of the network.
2/j = '0 j(w J x )  +  nj (2.7)
where 'ipk are some nonlinear scalar functions which governs the activity of the output 
neurons, are the link weights, and n  =  [ni, ri2 , ..., n^v^]^ is the additive Gaussian white 
noise vector. The entropy of the output is shown by
H {y) =  i7(V’i(w fx ), V'2 (w |’x), ...,ipNs{y^Ns^)) (2.8)
For a typical invertible transformation of the random vector x ,y  =  /(x ) ,  the relationship 
between the entropies of y  and x  can be expressed as:
H{y)  =  i7(x) +  E{log\det{Jf(-x))\} (2.9)
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where J / ( . )  is the Jacobian matrix of the function /( .)  [46]. So, the transformation of the 
entropy in (2.9) can be rewritten as
f f ( y )  = f f ( x )  + E { l o f f l d e t ( ^ ^ ) l }  (2.10)
II(y )  then can be easily derived and simplified as follows:
R (y )  = H{x)  +  log\det{W)\ (2.11)
j
Above formulation demonstrates tha t Infomax can be equivalent to maximum likelihood 
estimation if the nonlinear functions are chosen as the culumative distribution functions 
corresponding to the density pj of the j th  source, i.e. 'ip'j = pj. Therefore, any method for 
maximizing the likelihood can be used here to maximize the entropy of the neural network 
output. Gradient, natural gradient, and fast fixed-point algorithms have been proposed 
to find the maximum point of the likelihood function [46]. Here, we discuss the Bell & 
Sejnowsky algorithm as the simplest algorithm obtained by gradient method [47]. Using 
the stochastic gradient of the log-likelihood expression in (2.11) the update rule of the 
neural network weight vector is as
A W  oc [(W ^ )- ' -  0(y)x^] (2.12)
where 0(y) is a nonlinear function represented by a column vector whose j t h  element is
12.13,
Pvj
The approximated probability density function (pdf) of the j th  source signal is shown by 
P y j -
Another approach to maximise the statistical independence of the estimated sources is 
maximising non-Gaussianity. FastlGA is inspired by the Central Limit Theorem, in which 
the distribution of the sum of independent random variables tends to a Gaussian distri­
bution [9]. Based on this theorem it is assumed th a t the distribution of the mixtures is 
closer to Gaussian distribution than tha t of the individual sources. Therefore, statistical 
independence and non-Gaussianity are known to be equivalent in the context. However,
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this would result in the main limitation of the method which implies tha t at most one 
source can possess a Gaussian distribution. Negentropy is a non-negative function which 
quantifies how much a random variable deviates from Gaussianity. This function can be 
formulated as [46]:
N(y) = H{yg) -  H{y) (2.14)
where H{.) denotes entropy of the enclosed term and y g is a Gaussian random variable of 
the same variance as y. Regarding the properties of the entropy function it is concluded 
tha t negentropy is always non-negative. Due to the computational complexity of calculat­
ing negentropy, Hyvarinen et al. proposed to use the following approximation instead [46] :
N(y)  (X [E{g(%)} -  (2.15)
where g{.) can be a non-quadratic function. Choosing a g{.) th a t does not grow too 
fast can provide more robustness. Two choices of g(.) as g{u) = ^logcosh{aiu)  and 
g{u) =  —exp{—v?‘/2), where 1 < <ii <  2, have been used [46]. Differentiating (2.15) with 
respect to the separating vector Wj corresponding to the j th  source yields:
Awj =  a E {zg  {v/j z)} (2.16)
where a  =  E{g{v/jZ)}  — E{g{xg)}, g (u) = and z is the whitened mixture. The
following fixed point iteration is then suggested intuitively:
Wj-fe+i <- F{zy(w T^z)} (2.17)
As the convergence of the fixed point iteration of (2.17) is not satisfactory, a Lagrangian 
approach is employed in [46] to yield a convergent fixed point iteration as follows:
Wj,fc+i ^  E { z g { w l^ z ) }  -  F{/(wJfcz)zWj,fc} (2.18)
where g” {u) =  Because of having w^ - on both sides of above updating equation
must be normalized at each iteration. This method has been widely used in biomed­
ical signal processing [48], [49], [50], which relies on the fact tha t most natural signals are 
non-Gaussian. For both FastICA and Infomax algorithms the data is pre-whitened. Al­
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though these algorithms are popular, from a theoretical point of view, they are not optimal, 
see e.g., [51]. Furthermore, a recent article [52] illustrated tha t both algorithms more ex­
ploit sparseness than independence of the sources in the application of extracting brain 
sources from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) signals.
2.4.1 Joint diagonalization based ICA m ethods
If the underlying sources in an ICA problem are not white random variables, i.e. they are 
natural time series or synthetic signals with particular time structure, higher order statis­
tics can be used to the estimation of the model. The assumption th a t the components are 
independent implies tha t they have no spatial, temporal or spatial-time-frequency depen­
dencies [53]. Hence, it is possible to capture the temporal dependency of the measurements 
using a set of square matrices to estimate the unmixing m atrix as the approximate joint 
diagonaliser of the matrices [53]. Surprisingly, these second-order techniques are able to 
estimate the model where ICA methods fail, for example, when the sources are temporally 
correlated but have Gaussian distribution [46].
The covariance m atrix of an observation vector at delay zero, i.e. Cg =  E{x(t)x(t) '^}  
does not provide enough parameters to allow estimation of the mixing matrix. Because, 
diagonalising this covariance produce white but not necessarily independent signals [46]. 
However, the unmixing matrix can be estimated if the temporal structure is taken into 
account in the form of a set of lagged covariances or other higher order statistics [46].
The lagged covarince matrices as the simplest second order type of time structure can be 
computed by =  E {x ( t )x ( t  — r)^}  where r  denotes the time delay in sample. Based 
on above definition the relation between cross-covariance matrices of the observation and 
the source signals can be shown as
c ;  =  A C *A ^ (2.19)
where A  is the mixing m atrix and C® denotes the lagged cross-covariance of the sources 
[53]. If the sources are Gaussian, uncorrelatedness at second order statistics can be con­
sidered equivalent to independence [54]. So, unmixing matrix W  can be estimated so tha t 
the m atrix W C ^W ^, which is an estimation of C®, is as diagonal as possible [53]. The
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diagonality may be quantified, for example, in terms of the amount of the non-diagonal ele­
ments [53]. These methods require the components to have distinct and independent power 
spectra [55] which implicitly implies their non-stationarity. This approach was originally 
applied for only two time lags on the basis of two consecutive eigenvalue decompositions, 
in a method called Algorithm for Multiple Unknown Signals Extraction (AMUSE) [56]. 
In this method, it is assumed tha t z(t) is the whitened version of the observation vector 
of x(t). In the next step, the eigenvalue decomposition of =  (C^ -}- C ^^)/2  for one ar­
bitrary r  is calculated. The rows of the separating m atrix are given by the eigenvectors of 
D^. Although this algorithm is very simple and fast, it only works when the eigenvectors 
of the m atrix are all distinct, which is not always guaranteed.
Second o rd e r  b lin d  id en tifica tio n
To benefit from uncorrelatedness of more than two time lags an extension of the AMUSE 
algorithm considers the covariance matrices at several time delays and tries to reduce 
the dependency on the appropriate time delays and hence improves the performance of 
AMUSE. This method, called SOBI, simultaneously diagonalizes the covariance matrices 
calculated at different time delays [17]. Although practically it is not possible to perfectly 
diagonalize all the matrices, the objective is to minimize the value of the following cost 
function:
J (W ) =  o / /(W C J W ^ )  (2.20)
r e F
where F  is a set of arbitrary chosen time lags and of f ( . )  is the sum of squared off-diagonal 
elements. This process to minimize the above cost function is called Joint Diagonalization. 
The unmixing m atrix estimated by this method is a unique unitary m atrix under mild 
conditions, diagonality of C^s and independency of their power spectra, for Essential 
Uniqueness of Joint Diagonalization theorem [17]. The diagonalization process is done 
by multiplicative orthogonal rotation matrices. Jacobi and Givens rotation matrices are 
mostly used to estmaite the diagonalizer matrix or unmixing matrix in BSS.
Jo in t a p p ro x im a tio n  d iag o n a liza tio n  o f e igenvecto rs
Another approach in IGA consists of using higher order cumulant tensors which is some­
times referred to as ICA by tensorial methods using higher-order cumulant tensors [46],
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[53]. Tensors are generalization of the matrices hence, the cumulant tensors are general­
ization of the second-order covariance matrices. In analogy to SOBI method, making the 
fourth-order cross-cumulants zero or as close to zero as possible implies statistical indepen­
dence of the sources [18], [53]. In this case, an idea similar to whitening the data by using 
eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrices can be used [46]. The entries of the 
cumulant tensor are the fourth order cross cumulants of the data, i.e, Cum(xi, xj, Xk, xi), 
where 1 < i , j ,  k , l  < n. The key property of fourth order statistics which is used in ICA 
methods is tha t if the sources are independent, all the cumulants with at least two different 
indices are zero. The cumulant tensor defines a linear transformation F  =  {f i j}  in the 
space of Nx x Nx matrices where Nx is the number of observations. The i j th  element of 
the m atrix given by the transformation is defined as:
f i j {M)  =  ' ^ m k iC u m { x i ,X j ,X k ,x i )  (2.21)
k,l
where niki is (A:, Z)th element of m atrix M  and Cum(.)  is the fourth order cumulant 
operator. M atrix M  is an eigenmatrix of the cumulant tensor, by definition, if
F (M ) =  AM (2.22)
which implies /ÿ (M ) =  Xmij and A is an eigenvalue [57]. On the other hand, for a 
whitened observation vector z we have:
z =  VAs =  W ^ s  (2.23)
where is the whitened mixing matrix. If we assume tha t Wfc is the A:th row of W  it 
can be proved tha t
f i j i ' ^ k ^ k )  = WkiWkjKurt{sk) (2.24)
where Kurt{.)  denotes the Kurtosis operator. Comparing (2.24) and (2.21) implies tha t 
every is an eigenmatrix of the cumulant tensor and its corresponding eigenvalue is
equal to kurtosis of the independent source vectors. So, in the separation process if the 
kurtoses of the independent components, which are eigenvalues of the tensor, are distinct, 
every eigenmatrix will provide one of the columns of the whitened mixing matrix. How­
ever, practically the eigenvalues may not be distinct and therefore, the eigenmatrices are
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the linear combinations of the matrices w^w^. Therefore, a secondary process is necessary 
to estimate the eigenmatrices of the cumulant tensor of observations. JADE is one of the 
well established methods to solve the problem of degenerate eigenvalues of the cumulant 
tensor. The eigenvalue decomposition can be viewed as diagonalization, therefore, assum­
ing tha t the ICA model holds the problem is approached by assuming tha t matrix W  is 
the separating matrix. In this case, W  diagonalizes F (M ), i.e, W F (M )W ^  is diagonal 
for any M . This is because matrix F  is a linear combination of the eigenmatrix terms 
Thus, we have to choose a set of different matrices M j and try  to diagonalize 
the matrices W F(M%)W ^ as mush as possible. In practice, it is not possible to exactly 
diagonalize the set of matrices. The best choice of the matrices M j are the eigenmatrices 
of the tensor matrix of the whitened data. The first Ng significant eigenpairs are usually 
selected. Similar to SOBI algorithm, the diagonality of the matrices Qj =  W F (M ^)W ^ 
can be measured using of f { . )  operator. Extended Jacobi technique for simultaneous di­
agonalization method [18] is used to jointly diagonalize the matrices W F(M %)W ^. On 
the other hand, the algebra of higher-order tensors, called multilinear algebra, has some 
solutions for joint diagonalization using tensor decomposition method known as canoni­
cal decomposition (CANDECOMP) [58] or parallel factors model (PARAFAC) [59]. It is 
shown tha t tensor factorization can also be used to tackle the simultaneous diagonalization 
problem. Lathauwer [20] reported tha t there is a link between simultaneous m atrix diago­
nalization and tensor factorization (TF), in particular PARAFAC, and he proved tha t the 
unique canonical components can be obtained by simultaneous matrix diagonalization. 
Tensor factorization has several advantages compared to two-way m atrix factorization 
such as uniqueness of the optimal solution and component identification. Furthermore, 
multidimensional structure of some data, fMRI, can be directly taken into account would 
otherwise be lost when analysing the data by m atrix factorization approaches. Recently, 
in addition to signal processing, tensor decomposition is in frequent use in a many of other 
fields [2].
In chemistry, tensor factorisation has been used to recover some unique chemical com­
pounds from sampled mixtures using fluorescence spectroscopy model [60]. In psychomet­
rics it has been used to address unsupervised clustering of behaviours of different subjects 
in different conditions [61]. In computer vision, tensor factorisation enables the extraction 
of common patterns (e.g. eigenfaces) for face recognition [62], [63]. Moreover, in bioinfor-
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Figure 2.1: A third order tensor and its modes [1].
matics, tensor factorization has opened a new path for understanding of cellular states and 
biological processes [64]. More applications of tensor factorization are explored in [26].
Before exploring more about some applications of the tensor factorisation and developing 
new algorithms, a brief review of the basic concepts is provided in the following section. 
In this section we first introduce some basic definitions of tensor algebra with a closer look 
at the PARAFAC model and its extensions.
2.5 M ulti-way data representation and factorization
In the multi-way context a tensor is used to describe a set of data whose elements can be 
arranged as a multi dimensional or multi-way array. In analogy to a matrix each direction 
in a multi-way array is called a way or a mode. A tensor with only one way is a first-order 
tensor or a vector, and with two indices is a two-way tensor or a matrix. For a third-order 
tensor with three indices the elements can be considered in a box as shown in Figure 2.1.
Similar to two-way tensors, which have rows and columns, three-way tensors have fi­
bres/tubes and slices/slabs which are shown in Figure 2.2.
Each slab/slice is obtained by keeping one mode fixed. For example, for a third-order 
tensor shown in Figure 2.2.(b) the third mode is considered as fixed mode and in this case 
the slab is called a frontal slab. The slabs related to other modes are called vertical and 
horizontal slabs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: (a) Columns, rows, and tubes of a tensor and (b) horizontal, lateral, and 
frontal slabs of a tensor [2].
2.5.1 Special tensors
Similar to square, symmetric, and diagonal matrices in a two-way space there are cubical, 
supersymmetric, and superdiagonal tensors in a multi-way space. A cubic tensor is a 
tensor with the same size modes, i.e., % G [2]. A supersymmetric cubical
tensor has the same elements under any permutation of the indices, i.e., for a three-way 
supersymmetric tensor % G Xijk = Xikj = Xjik = Xjki =  Xkij = Xkji for all i]j\ k =
1,..., I.  Moreover, similar to diagonal matrices, a superdiagonal tensor X  G i?Ax/2x/3 x.../iv 
has only non-zero elements for i\ = %2 — ... =  ijs[. Figure 2.3 shows one three-way 
superdiagonal tensor.
Figure 2.3: A three-way super diagonal tensor [2].
2.5.2 Unfolding the tensors
One of the im portant concepts in multi-way analysis is unfolding or matricization which is 
used for transforming a tensor into a matrix. Unfolding is accomplished by concatenating 
matrices in different dimensions.
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k=1 A=2 k=2 k=K
Figure 2.4; Unfolding a tensor along its third mode [1].
Figure 2.4 illustrates the principle of unfolding for a three-way array along third dimension
[1]. The mode-n matricization of a tensor % G /^Ax/sx/ax.-./jv jg denoted by X(„) and
arranges the mode-n fibers to be the columns of the resulting matrix. Each tensor element
( i i , î 2 , is mapped to a m atrix element where j  =  1 -f -  1)J& with
k^n
m^n
2.5.3 U seful m atrix products
Some useful matrix products which are used by tensor manipulation methods are described 
here. Kronecker, Khatri-Rao, and Hadamard products are three common types of matrix 
multiplication which are used for tensor computations.
K ro n eck er p ro d u c t
The Kronecker product of two matrices X  G and Y  G R ^ ^ ^  has size I K  x J L  and 
can be shown as follows:
X(giY
(  a^iiY X12Y  . . .  x i j Y  ^
X2 1 Y  X2 2 Y  . . .  X 2jY
\  x n Y  X1 2 Y  . . .  X I j Y
where Xj are J  x 1 and yi are K  x  1 vectors.
x iO y i xi(g)y2 x iO ys . . .  x j O y ^ - i  xj(8>yz,
(2.25)
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K hatri-R ao product
The Khatri-Rao product of two given matrices X  G and Y  G R"^^^ has size I J  x K
and is shown as follows:
X © Y  = x i O y i  x i® y 2  x i ©yg . . .  x k ® Y k (2 .26)
H adam ard product
The Hadamard product of two matrices X  andY G R^^^  has the size I  x J  and is defined 
as follows:
X * Y  =
( x \ \ y n  X12V12 • • • x i j y i j
X 2 i y 2 l  X 2 2 y 22 • • • 3 2^ J 2/2J
2.6 M ulti-W ay notations
V x n y i i  xi2yi2 •. • x u y i j
{2.27)
2.6.1 Inner product of tensors
Similar to inner product of matrices the inner product of two same-size tensors X , y  e  
is the sum of products of their entries.
ZJV (2 .28)
2.6.2 Norm  of a tensor
Norm of an N'-dimensional tensor X  G -g square root of sum of squares
of all its elements.
Also, norm of a tensor can be calculated using its inner product with itself.
(2 .29)
\ \ X\ \ ==^ { X, X) (2 .30)
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2.6.3 Rank of a tensor and rank one tensor
The rank of a tensor is given by its sum of rank one tensors R  such tha t
X  =  ^  o o ... o (2.31)
r = l
R ank one tensor
If an N-way  tensor X  6 can be written as the outer product of N  vectors,
X  = o o ... o a(^), then it will be rank one tensor. The symbol o represents the 
vector outer product. This means tha t each element of tensor X  is the product of the 
corresponding vector elements [2]: for all 1 <  in < In-
2.6.4 Tensor-tensor m ultiplications
There are three definitions for tensor-tensor multiplication. Contracted product, outer 
product, and inner product [2].
C ontracted product
Contracted product covers multiplication of a tensor and a matrix or a vector [2]. The 
71-mode matrix-product of a tensor X  G R hxhxhx .. . iN  a matrix U  G R'^^R  can be 
shown by A’x „U  and the result is a tensor of size I \  x ... x 7„_i x J  x x ... x I ^ .  
The formulation to find the elements is shown below:
In
(‘^ Xnf^)il...Zn_lJZn+l—iiV ~  ^  1 (2.32)
in = l
In terms of unfolded tensors this multiplication can be w ritten as follows [2] :
y  =  %x^U4#>(Y)(^) =  UX(») (2.33)
The 71-mode vector-product of a tensor X  G r R xR><I3X...In and a vector v  G R^^ can be 
shown by T  =  Y x „ v  where T  is a tensor with one mode missed. For the elements of y  it
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can be written as follows;
In
yil...in-lin+l--iN ~  5 3  (2.34)
in=l
Outer product
The outer product of two tensors X  G and y  G rR '^ R '^ -^ n  jg defined as
follows [2].
{X  o y)ii...iM3 l—3N ~  ^ i l—iu y j l—jN (2.35)
Inner product
The inner product of two tensors is defined for tensors of equal dimensions [65], [2]. As­
suming two tensors T  G rR>^R^R^-'In^ their inner product is given by :
{ ^ , y )  = (2-36)
2.7 M ulti-way models
Tucker [66], [67] and PARAFAC/ CANDECOMP [68] [59] [69] are the most well-known 
multiway models. Also, there are some alternative models for multiway modelling such as 
multilinear engine, and multiblock component analysis [3]. Moreover, there are some non­
negative multiway models which are very similar to Tucker or PARAFAC models [70]. 
These are defined for non-negative tensor factorization (NTF) concepts which are not 
used in this research because most of our target signals have negative values. Im portant 
multiway models and their extensions are shown in Figure 2.5.
2 .7 .1  T u c k e r  m o d e l
Tucker model is generalization of SVD decomposition for tensors. Regarding SVD/PCA 
model for modelling each matrix X  G R^^'^ by F components we have: xij % Yf f ^Wi f bj f Çf f  
where gf f  are related to the eigenvalues of X. Similar to SVD decomposition Tucker3 mod­
els a tensor X  G with D  components or factors in the first mode, E  factors in the
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Figure 2.5: Multiway models (taken from [3]).
second mode and F factors in the third mode as follow:
D E F
Xijk ~  5  V 5  V 5  y I^idbje^kf9def 
d=\ e—1 f —\
Also, using tensor notations it can be shown as
Si ^  ^  o b f  o c
d=l e —\  /=!
%
(2.37)
(2.38)
Figure 2.6: Tucker model [2].
As it can be seen in Tucker model there is a core tensor related to g^ef elements. Figure 
2.6 shows the Tucker factorization model graphically [3].
Table 2.3 shows some im portant extensions of Tucker model. Obviously, Tucker3 models a 
tensor with more information rather than Tucker2 or Tucker 1 models. Because of having 
more rotational freedom for Tucker3 model it does not have a unique structure and con-
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Table 2.3: Tucker model and its extensions [3].
Model Name Mathematical Formulation
Tuckerl
Tucker2
TuckerS
Xijk — ^2p=l9pjk^ip "F &ijk 
^ijk — ^p=l^^=l9pqk(Iipbjq +  Cjjfc
Xijk — 'ï2p=lY^^=l^r=l9pQf^wbjq^kr +  ^ijk
sequently its modelling is not unique. For example, by having three orthonormal matrices 
QDxD^pExE^  and we can have another representation of tensor X  as:
X  »  (a x iO x 2 P x 3 Q )x i(A O - ')x 2 (B P - i)x 3 (C Q -* )  (2.39)
However, by imposing some strong restrictions such as sparsity or non-negativity on the 
model, the modelling approaches to a unique solution [1]. Using unfolded version of tensor 
X  Tucker3 can be written as:
X(i) =  A G (i)(C  O B )^  +  E(i)
X(2) =  BG(2)(C © A )^  +  E(2) (2.40)
X(3J = CG(3j(B O A)^ +  E(3J
TuckerS  fac to riza tio n
Traditionally, the parameters of Tucker3 model can be estimated for each mode separately 
within an alternating least squares (ALS) process as [26] :
A  =  X (i) (G (i) (C © B )q t 
B =  X (2 )(G (2 )(C 0 A )q t
(2.41)
C =  X (3 )(G (3 ,(B © A )q t 
Ç  =  A X1A^ X 2 B^ X
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In presence of orthonormality constraint on A, B , and C they can be estimated using SVD 
as:
A  =  SingD{'X.(i){C © B))
B =  SingE{y^(2){C © A))
(2.42)
C =  Rm^j?(X(3)(B © A))
^  =  A x iA ^X sB ^X sC ^
where Singn(-) computes n  leading left singular vectors of each matrix. Above procedure 
called higher-order orthogonal iteration (HO01) may not always converge to global op­
timum solution. Another orthonormal case of Tucker model called higher order singular 
value decomposition (HOSVD) tries to estimate the loading parameters A, B , and C by 
leading left singular values of unfolded version of the tensor on respective mode as [26] :
A  =  5m5^£)(X(i))
B =  SingE{K{2))
(2.43)
C =  SingF{X^3)) 
a  =  A fxiA ^X sB ^X sC ^
This method usually has been used to compress the tensor or to generate the initialization 
values for Tucker fitting process [26].
2.7.2 C A N D E C O M P/PA R A FA C  M odel
PARAFAC model also called CANDECOMP is defined based on Kruskal model which 
models each tensor as a summation of some rank-one tensors [1]. PARAFAC was intro­
duced independently by Harshman and (at the same time) by Carroll and Chang who 
named the model CANDECOMP in 1970 [59], [58]. In analogy to SVD for decomposing 
two-dimensional data, PARAFAC decomposes three or n-dimensional data. The basic 
idea of a PARAFAC model is to factorize the n-dimensional data with only n loading 
matrices with the same number of columns. So, this model can be considered as a specific 
case of Tucker model. In this model the number of components in all modes is equal, i.e.
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D — E  — F  — R, also core tensor D is a symmetric diagonal tensor as follows:
R
°Cr
%
r = l
I x J x K  ^q^RxRxR
(2.44)
K x R
where V  is a diagonal tensor. Similar to SVD decomposition, PARAFAC models a tensor 
X  G R^xJx/c' gg summation of R  rank-one tensors as follow:
kR
Xijk ~  5  Vj- ^^irbjr^kr
71
(2.45)
+
X
/
. . .
+  • * * +
Figure 2.7: PARAFAC model and rank one tensors [2].
Figure 2.7 illustrates the above formulation to show the rank-one tensors.
An im portant advantage of the PARAFAC model is the uniqueness of its factorization. It 
is proved that if
kA +  k s  -f- kc  ^  2R 2 (2.46)
then the PARAFAC solution is unique. Here kA, ks j  and kc  are respectively the Kruskal- 
ranks (or k-rank) of A, B, and C matrices and R  is the number of rank-one tensors [71]. 
The Kruskal-rank of a matrix is defined as the largest value of k such tha t every subset of 
k columns of the matrix are linearly independent. The k-rank of matrix is at most equal 
to its rank [27]. The proof of (2.46) is provided by Kruskal [71] and later was improved 
for any V-dimensional data by Stegeman and Sidiropoulos [72] as:
N
5   ^ ^  2R 4- {N — 1)
n=l
(2 .47)
where kn denotes the k-rank of n th  factor matrix. A three way tensor which can be 
uniquely factorized is called a trilinear tensor. Practically, during the fitting process of 
a PARAFAC model, sometimes the algorithm has difficulties to find the right fitting. 
Hence, the estimated model parameters are often unstable and unreliable. This problem
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is known as a problem of degeneracy and then the solutions found are called degenerate 
solutions. The reason for this is not exactly known and this problem occurs when too 
many components are extracted or if the data is not appropriately modelled by a trilinear 
model. One possible way of avoiding degenerate solution is by applying constraints such 
as orthogonality or non-negativity on the factor matrices [73].
The fundamental expression for the PARAFAC model, which is used to describe decom­
position of trilinear data sets, is given below as:
R
Xijk ~  5  1 0,irhjrC]^ r "F ^ijk (2.48)
r=l
Using matrix notation the above equation can be presented as:
X/j =  BDfcA^ 4- IEjJç (2.49)
for A; =  1, ..AT, where (.)^ refers to transpose operation, X^ represents the A:th frontal slice 
of X  and A  and B are the component matrices in the first and second modes, respectively. 
Dk is a diagonal matrix, whose diagonal elements correspond to the A:th row of the third 
component matrix C. Finally, contains the error terms corresponding to  the entries in 
the fcth frontal slice.
Using unfolded tensor notations, the above equation can be presented as:
^(1) “  A(C 0  B)^ 4- E(i)
X(2) =  B(C  0  A)^ 4" E^2) (2.50)
X(3) =  C(B 0  A)^ -F E(3)
PA R AFAC  factorization
PARAFAC factorization, also so called fitting process, includes an ALS optimization 
method for obtaining A, B, and for all k = l , . . . , iF  and consequently estimating 
three matrices A, B  and C of equation (2.49) respectively [68]. Trilinear ALS fitting 
method for PARAFAC can be summarized by sequentially estimating A, B, and C until
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convergence.
A = X ( i ) { ( C 0 B f ) t
B = X (2 ){ (C 0 A )q t  (2.51)
C = X (3 )( (B 0 A )q <
When I  »  J  > K  an alternative more computationally intensive way of above fitting 
can be shown as [26]:
A = X(i)(C © B)(C^C * B^B)-i
(2.52)
X(i) =  A ^X (i)
B = X(2)(C © A)(C^C * A^A)-' 
C = X(3,(B © A)(B^B * A^A)-'
Although the ALS algorithm for PARAFAC are commonly used, ALS can suffer from slow 
convergence. Alternative estimation approaches such as Levenberg-Marquardt, conjugate 
gradient, and enhanced line search have been shown to improve the convergence [74]. 
Further details on alternatives to ALS optimization of PARAFAC including complexity 
analysis and performance evaluation can be seen in [2], [74].
2.7.3 INDSCAL
Individual differences in scaling (INDSCAL) approach proposed by Carroll and Chang [75] 
is a special case of PARAFAC for three-way tensors when two factor matrices are identical. 
The INDSCAL has been commonly used for modelling some tensor data with symmetric 
slices. These slices can be of correlation, similarity, dissimilarity, distance, or covariance 
matrices. In three-way INDSCAL model, the first two factor matrices are constrained to 
be equal. So, for a symmetric tensor data X  6 INDSCAL model is given by:
E r ^ ^Ilir^jr^kr (2.53)
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Also by
R
^ j x J x K  ~  ^  a;f o a;f o
r=l (2 .5 4 )
p ^ J x J x K  ç ^ ' j ^ R x R x R y ^ ^ j ^ J x R y , ^ j j ^ J x R y ^ ^ ç i K x R
Using matrix notations, slab-wise INDSCAL formulation can be shown as:
Rfc =  X j’Xfc =  ADfcA^ (2.55)
General uniqueness condition of INDSCAL follows the uniqueness condition of PARAFAC 
factorization. A customized uniqueness condition for INDSCAL, as symmetric PARAFAC 
model with two identical factors, has been proposed by the work in [76] as:
R { R - 1 )  _  J ( J - l )  f J ( J - l )  ,
^ ^ \  ^ /  (2.&%J!
aj( J -4 ! )4 !
where aj  is defined as:
0, J < 4
1, i /  J  >  4
(2.57)
In order to estimate the parameters of INDSCAL model, Carroll and Chang claimed tha t 
for most practical circumstances applying the PARAFAC fitting process to symmetric 
tensor X  results in factor matrices tha t are column-wise proportional [75] .
2.7.4 PARAFAC2
Some of the extensions of PARAFAC are PARAFAC2, shifted PARAFAC (S-PARAFAC) 
[77], and parallel factors with linear dependency (PARALIND), when one loading, e.g. 
A, is rank deficient [78]. Table 2.4 summarizes their features [3]. PARAFAC2 is one of 
the PARAFAC extensions which supports variation in one mode of the tensor. Compared 
with PARAFAC, PARAFAC2 is designed to deal with non-trilinear data  sets, while keeping 
uniqueness in the solutions, as the PARAFAC model does. To do so, PARAFAC2 allows a 
certain freedom in the shape of the h slabs (X.k) in the variable mode. To keep uniqueness 
in the solutions, all cross-product matrices X^Xj^ are forced to have the same structure
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Table 2.4: PARAFAC model and its extensions [3].
Model Name Mathematical Formulation
PARAFAC
PARAFAC2
S-PARAFAC
PARALIND
^ijk ~  yi,—1 Q'ir i^rCkr 4" e^ ijk 
Xfc =  BfcDfc A ^ 4- Efc
^ijk — '^r=l^ii+Sjr)r^3'f'^kr 4" Cijfc
Xfc =  AHDfcB^ 4- Efc
over k, i.e. =  A D ^^D ^A ^ . Similar to PARAFAC equation (2.49), an alternative
formulation for PARAFAC2 model (so-called direct model) in m atrix notation is given as:
Xfc =  BfcD/jA^ -}- (2.58)
subject to =  $ ,  V A: =  1,..., AT where B^ is the component m atrix corresponding
to the A:th frontal slice and $  is the covariance matrix of B^ which is invariant along 
all k = In Equation (2.58) we observe tha t unlike in a PARAFAC model, the
component m atrix in one mode can vary across the slices in a PARAFAC2 model. This 
relaxation enables the use of PARAFAC2 model in the cases where a PARAFAC model
cannot fully recover the underlying structure. In presence of B ^B ^ =  $  constraint, B^
in (2.58) can be modelled as:
Bfc =  PfcH (2.59)
where P& is a column-wise orthonormal matrix, the same size as I3&, and H  is a square 
matrix so tha t $  =  H ^H . Finally (2.58) can be rewritten as follow.
X/j =  PfcHDfc A ^ 4- Efc
(2.60)
s. t. PfcPfc = 1 ; V& =  1, ...,K
ALS optimization is proposed to estimate the direct model (2.60) parameters [79]. Com­
pared with the indirect PARAFAC2, it is shown th a t direct PARAFAC2 has advantages 
since we can apply some constraints and the model can be generalized to n-way arrays [79].
U n iq u en ess  o f P A R A F A C  2
The PARAFAC2 model is unique in certain cases and the results so far indicate tha t the 
uniqueness can be obtained similar to tha t of PARAFAC model but requires some more
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assumptions [1], [79]. For the indirect PARAFAC2 model, some results have been obtained 
under certain conditions (here denoted as uniqueness conditions), PARAFAC2 estimates 
are essentially unique. An indirect PARAFAC2 solution is considered essentially unique 
if A, D i , ..., D k  and $  are determined up to:
• joint permutations of the columns of A  and the columns and rows of D i , ..., D k  and 
$ .
• arbitrary scalings of the columns of A  and C, combined with the inverse scaling of 
the columns and rows of $ .
For the case of R =  2, it has been proven tha t the PARAFAC2 estimates are essentially 
unique under the following conditions.
• K >  4.
• $  is positive definite.
• A  has full column rank.
• At least one of the matrices D i , ..., U k  is non-singular and are not proportional 
so tha t C is not singular.
For the variant of PARAFAC2 where D i, . . . ,D ^  are constrained to be non-negative, the 
first condition should be replaced with K  > 3.  For the cases with R  >  2, it has been shown 
tha t having K  > R(R-1- 1)(R +  2)(R-}-3)/24 is sufficient for uniqueness but depending on 
the dataset sometimes with a lower K  unique results can be achieved [80] [79].
2.8 Tensor Factorization for BSS
As mentioned previously in Chapter 1, the tensor factorization based methods have been 
used in many BSS applications such as MIMO communication, biomedical, and audio 
signal processing.
In communications, the PARAFAC and its extensions have become an increasingly impor­
tant tool in blind detection and identification of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO),
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code division multiple access (CDMA), orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) 
systems [81], [82], [83], [26].
In biomedical applications, the tensor factorization, PARAFAC in particular, has been 
used in the context of brain signal processing in order to remove artefacts such as eye 
blink signal and localize the brain rhythms, event-related potentials signals [26], [16].
In audio signal processing, the PARAFAC model for complex valued signals has shown 
good performance for separation of nonstationary sources from their exact/under -determined 
convolutive mixtures [84], [85], [86].
Moreover, tensor decomposition is frequently used in some other fields such as separation of 
chemical compounds from sampled mixtures using fiuorescence spectroscopy model [60], 
unsupervised clustering of behaviours of different subjects in different conditions [61], 
extraction of common patterns (e.g. eigenfaces) for face recognition [62], [63]. Unlike 
traditional tensor based BSS methods, which use the PARAFAC tensor model, in this 
thesis we are going to benefit from the PARAFAC2 tensor model and its features.
2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter most of im portant ICA methods and specially those which use the joint 
diagonalization process to exploit interdependency of the underlying sources were briefly 
explored. Also, we showed tha t there is a close link between the joint diagonalization 
process and the tensor factorization in particular INDSCAL model. In addition, the 
fundamental tensor models such as Tucker and Kruskal and basic tensor factorization 
methods were introduced in brief. In the last part the variants of PARAFAC were explored 
and it was shown tha t PARAFAC2 provides more freedom to the data model. Moreover, 
it was shown tha t compared with indirect PARAFAC2 the direct PARAFAC2 model has 
some advantages such as the ability of imposing constraints and generalization of the 
model to n-way arrays. In the next chapter, we are going to benefit from the PARAFAC2 
model and introduce a constrained version of tha t called first order model in the design 
of a new blind source separation method.
Chapter 3
First Order Blind Source 
Separation of N onstationary  
Sources
3.1 Introduction
In previous chapter tensor factorization was introduced as a powerful tool for decompos­
ing the trillinear tensors by focusing on PARAFAC and INDSCAL. These models have 
been used in many applications such as biomedical and communication signal processing 
applications. As a biomedical example, in the work proposed in [4] in order to localize 
the seizure signals using the scalp EEC signals they construct a tensor with three modes, 
i.e. time samples, scales, and electrodes, through wavelet analysis of multi-channel EEC. 
Next, they demonstrate tha t PARAFAC, provides promising results in modelling the com­
plex structure of epileptic seizure, localizing a seizure origin and extracting the artefacts. 
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the blindly extracted temporal, spectral, and spatial information 
for two components. It can be seen that two spectral components of the two sources are 
relatively distinct.
It should be noted tha t each estimated spectral component is a representative or the sig­
natures of all spectrum signals for all time segments. Albeit, the spectrum signal varies for 
different windows but the PARAFAC tries to model all slightly different spectrums with
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Figure 3.1: Sample space-time-frequency decomposition of the EEG signals for two dom­
inant disjoint sources; temporal, spectral and spatial signatures of the first separated 
component [4].
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Figure 3.2: Sample space-time-frequency decomposition of the EEG signals for two dom­
inant disjoint sources; temporal, spectral and spatial signatures of the second separated 
component [4].
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one spectrum (as a signature). So, if in the above application the spectrum of components 
were not quasi-stationary, the PARAFAC would not be able to factorize the data and 
accordingly localize the components properly. Moreover, even when the spectrum signals 
are quasi-stationary, recovering the source signals using the estimated temporal and spec­
tral components is not easily possible. Hence, the main issue for modelling EEG using 
PARFAG is tha t spectrum variation of the sources along different time segments can not 
be handled effectively. Therefore, the estimated components using PARAFAC can only be 
useful for diagnostic purposes and they may not provide enough information to estimate 
and separate the sources. Recalling the PARAFAC2 model, the variation in one mode can 
be tolerated subject to some constraints. So, based on this model feature this question 
rises that, could we directly separate the sources by employing the PARAFAC2 model? 
In response to this question, we need to check the PARAFAG2 definition and its con­
straints. PARAFAC2 needs constant source covariance/correlation matrices for all time 
segments. If the sources are disjoint in frequency domain their spectrum can be considered 
orthogonal as well. So, if the spectrum of the sources within different time segments are 
disjoint their covariance/correlation matrix could be considered diagonal for all segments. 
W ithout loss of generality these correlation matrices can be considered identity matrix. 
This means that, if the spectrum of the source signals are disjoint within all windows, we 
are able to recover the sources directly using a constrained version of PARAFAC2 model 
when H  =  I  in equation (2.60). The approach in this chapter is meant for blind system 
identification and source separation of independent nonstationary sources. Here, we in­
troduce a new orthogonal model, which can be considered as a constrained PARAFAC2 
model, in order to decompose the segmented mixture signals of non-stationary sources. 
The main goal of this modelling is blind source separation and blind identification simul­
taneously. The nonstationarity property is not only used in developing the algorithm but 
also is a necessary condition for the separation. A number of recent papers have attem pted 
to exploit nonstationarity for BSS. In the work by Hyvarinen [46], inspired by Matsukas 
et al.’s research [87], the nonstationarity is interpreted by smooth variation in variance 
and it is shown tha t the cross-cumulants for nonstationary sources are positive. Conse­
quently, a method similar to the one for maximizing the kurtosis in ICA methodology is 
developed to maximize the cumulants which measurs the nonstationarity of the separated 
sources. Since the defined positive cross-cumulants do not require non-Gaussian marginal
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distribution of the source signals [46], it can be used for nonstationary Gaussian sources 
too.
In another attem pt [88] the algorithm utilizes the principle of maximum likelihood and 
minimum mutual information. In both cases the optimization amounts to joint approxi­
mate diagonalization of a set of L matrices. Intuitively, nonstationarity allows blind iden­
tification in the Gaussian case. This is because a single covariance m atrix does not provide 
enough constraints to uniquely determine A, a collection of several covariance matrices 
estimated over different time periods does determine A, provided the source distributions 
change enough over the whole observation period [88]. In his algorithm it is considered 
tha t the profile of changing variance of each estimated source is simply a smoothed ver­
sion of the square of tha t source. Therefore, the variances are calculated over the smaller 
segments of the data. A similar concept has also been exploited in our approach in this 
chapter. Similarly, the proposed method can be used for both Gaussian and non-Gaussian 
sources. Also, we assume tha t the additive noise signals are temporally uncorrelated and 
mutually uncorrelated with the source signals. Unlike general BSS methods which solve 
the problem using second order statistics or higher order statistics, we are going to develop 
a first order blind source separation by defining a first order model, inspired by square 
root of second order statistics, for the mixtures and finally apply this model for separation 
of our observed mixture signals to estimate both the sources S and the mixing channel 
A. The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.2 our first order 
model and its problem formulation is described. In Section 3.3 estimation of the model 
parameters is provided. In Section 3.4 the results of applying the method to  simulated 
and real data are provided. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the chapter.
3.2 Problem  formulation
In order to benefit from the proposed constrained PARAFAC2 model in exploitation of the 
orthogonality of sources within different slabs, first, we need to set-up a tensor data  from 
our two-dimensional measurement data. As shown before, using time-frequency transforms 
is a common way to build up a three-way tensor from the observation signals. Differently, 
here, we show tha t if the orthogonality of the segmented signals in time domain is met the 
transformation to the frequency domain is not necessary. An instantaneous mixing model
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may be represented as:
=  E j i i  Sj(t)aij + Vi{t), (3.1)
for i =  1, • • • ,Nx  and t =  0, • • • , AT — 1, where Ng and Nx are respectively the number of 
sources and sensors, aij are the elements of mixing m atrix A, and Xi{t), Sj{t) and Vi{t) are 
the ith  sensor, j t h  source, and ith  noise signal sample at time t. Using matrix notations 
the above formulation can be shown as follows:
X  =  SA ^ 4- V  (3.2)
where X  6 S € and V  6 denote respectively the matrices of
observed signals, source signals, and noise. A  G R-^3:xÆs jg mixing matrix. We assume 
tha t we are able to divide our mixtures X  and respectively the sources S to A" segments 
resulting in X^ and Sk ,k  =  given tha t still the orthogonality condition is met
and we have mutual uncorrelatedness of the source segments S^. These segments can be 
chosen even with different sizes and also with or without temporal overlaps.
3.2.1 M odel and assum ptions
In summary, the following assumptions are made about the source segments:
• Al .  The columns of all S^s are mutually uncorrelated, particularly, matrices are 
all orthogonal.
• A2. The source columns of all SfcS can be temporally correlated/uncorrelated.
• A3. The source envelopes [88] change independently, i.e. each source has varying
variance over its segments k and the variation for different sources is independent.
• A4. The mixing channel A  is full column rank and remains unchanged for all time 
segments k.
• A5. The additive noise signals are temporally uncorrelated and mutually uncorre­
lated with the sources.
Based on A l all the source covariance matrices, i.e. are diagonal with non-negative
diagonal values îoi all k = 1, . . . ,K.
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So, our basic formulation (3.2) after temporal segmentation changes to:
Xfc = + Vfc
s. t. S^Sj, = D|; y k  = l , . . . , K
where D |  is a diagonal m atrix with nonnegative diagonal elements. For simplicity we 
consider no overlap between the segments. Based on orthogonality of at A l ,  we can 
decompose each into one column-wise orthonormal m atrix and one diagonal matrix 
Dfc which absorbs the norm of different columns of at each segment k as Sk = P k^ k -  
This decomposition satisfies orthogonality of the segmented sources S'^Sk = D |.  Based on 
A2 the sources in each segment are temporally uncorrelated and non-zero lagged covariance 
of S or Sk i.e. Sfc(0)^SA;(r), 1 <  r  <  ATfc is very close to a full zero matrix. Therefore, we 
are only able to benefit from zero-lagged covariance of which is valid and informative 
for both temporally correlated and uncorrelated sources.
So, by decomposition of Sk and ignoring the noise components we rewrite the above 
equation as:
X , =  P .D ,A T  (3 4)
s. t. P k ^ k  =  k = l , . . . , K
This equation is a new model for the segmented mixtures and can also be considered 
as a constrained version of the PARAFAC2 model.
Unlike many well known 80S or HOS based models, this approach does not deal with 
covariance matrices of X^. In fact, it represents X^ in a first order (FO) form. The FO 
model factorizes the data directly unlike a second order model in which the covariance 
matrix is factorized. In order to achieve uniqueness of the solution for equation (5.6), 
additional constraints such as diagonality of D^, orthogonality of Pfc, independency of A  
column vectors, and most importantly having a fixed A  for all the segments, are incorpo­
rated. A proof of uniqueness is provided in this chapter. After defining the FO model the 
parameters A, ( D i , ..., Dj^), and ( P i , ..., P r )  &re estimated for both system identification 
and source separation using Djt and P^. Source separation is achieved by re-merging all 
the estimated P^Dfc.
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3.3 Param eter estim ation
We define the following error cost function between the data segment and the estimated 
factorised version, which has to be minimized.
K
J  =  ^ | |X fc -P , iD fc A ^ l| | .  (3.5)
k=l
where ||.||_p stands for Probenius norm. This can be expanded to
J  = t r  ( E l l  X ^ X , +  A ( E h  D |)A ^
- 2 A E f = iD j ,P jX * )
We use an alternating approach similar to ALS, or more specifically, alternating Probenius 
norm minimization method in three separate alternating minimizations steps in order to 
estimate each factorised component.
3.3.1 Estim ating
By assuming tha t A  and are given for all k, we need to find the nearest column­
wise orthonormal P^ to fit to the model for each segment. The local cost function to be 
minimized for each k  can be defined as:
*4 =  t r ^ (X k  — PkDkA'^) (Xk — APfcDfcA^)^^ which can be extended to
Jfc = t r ( X ,X r )  +  t r ( ( P |tD tA q ( P ,D ,A ^ ) q  
+ ir(-2 P * D fcA ^ X P
Clearly, the first part of this cost function, tr(X jX j,) , is independent of Pfc and for the 
second part, tr((P ^D ^A ^) (Pj^D^A^)^), using orthonormality constraint for Pfc we have:
tr((PfcDfcA^)(PfcDj,A^)^) =
fr((P tD fcA ^)^ (P fcD iA ^ )) (3.8)
=  tr(A D fcPl’PfcDfcA^) =  ir(A D 2 A ^)
This means that the second part of the cost function is also independent of P^. Moreover, 
these terms are positive definite/semidefinite and their traces would be nonnegative values.
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Since the third term  of cost function is negative, the above minimization problem can be 
converted to a maximization problem for the last negative term. This can be performed 
by maximizing a new cost function as:
Jmk = trÇPk D k A ^ X l )  (3.9)
Define a new variable and its singular value decomposition as
Zfc =  D k A ^ X l  = UfeSfcVj (3.10)
where is a diagonal m atrix with nonnegative diagonal values c* and two orthonormal
U a; and matrices. Then, equation (3.9) changes to
Jmk = t r { P k V k S k V l )  (3.11)
Using the fact th a t for any four arbitrary matrices A, B, C, and D  we can have
tr(A B C D ) =  tr(B C D A ) =  tr(C D A B ) =  tr(D A B C )
we have:
Jmk = =  ^^(Vfc PajUaEa) (3.12)
where , P a:, and U a are orthonormal. Then, V a P a;Ua is also an orthonormal matrix. 
By defining Q a as Q a =  V aP a;Ua based on orthonormality of Q a all its values are 
supposed to be between [—1,1] [89]. In addition, since E a is diagonal with nonnegative 
values, then:
Ns Ns
Jmk — ^^(Qfc^fc) — ^   ^Qkii^i ^  ^  ^ (3.13)
i=l i=\
where qku and ai are ith  diagonal elements of Qa and Ea respectively. Based on above 
inequality if all ai are 1 then Jrnfc(Pfc) will be at its maximum value Ng which means 
Qfc =  V ^P aU a =  I ns maximizes JmkÇPk) and finally this gives the estimation of P a  as:
Pfc — V aU ^ (3.14)
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Above solution is equal to unitary part of polar decomposition of Za as well [89], [90].
3.3.2 Estim ating A
Given P a and D a, to find A  we may minimize
J =  i r ( A ( ^ D |) A ^ - 2 A ; ^ D f c P j X j  (3.15)
\  k=l k=l /
Taking gradient of J  with respect to A  and forcing it to zero results in
K  K
VA J  =  - 2  E !  D & P lX t +  2 A ( ^  D |)  =  0 (3.16)
This gives
f c = i  f c = i
A  =  ^ D , P l X t ( ^ 2 ^ D | ) *  (3.17)
fc=l
When the columns of S, the source matrix, are normal, i.e. each column is normalised, 
the term  (Ylk=i^k)  is equal to Ijv  ^ and less computation is necessary to estimate A. In 
this case A  =  D aP aX a.
3.3.3 Estim ating D a
Given Pa and A, to estimate Da for k = 1,.., A , we can write the local minimization 
function (for each k) as:
Jk = t r ( x l X k  +  A D |A ^  -  2ADfcPj'Xt) (3.18)
Taking gradient of J  with respect to Da results in
V D ,4  =  -2 A ^ X i’Pfc +  2A^ADfc (3.19)
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Since D a is a diagonal m atrix we may estimate the above gradient with respect to the
diagonal elements as:
VdkJ =  diag{-2 A ' ^ X l P k  + 2A^AT>k) (3.20)
where dA is the vector of diagonal elements of Da and diag{.) operator extracts a vector 
of the diagonal elements of a square matrix. Solving the above equation when it is forced 
to zero gives us:
d ia g {A ^X lP k )  =  diag{A^ APt^)  (3.21)
Simply we have:
diag{A7^X^Pk) — d iag(A^A)  * dA (3.22)
The left hand side of the above equation can be computed as fA =  sum{(KkA)  * P a ). For 
the part in its right hand side using Hadamard product, we have:
fk = d ia g (A ^X kP k)  = sum{{XkA)  * Pa)
(3.23)
ga =  diag(A^A)  = sum {A  * A)
Finally, dA elements can be estimated through element-wise dividing of fA by ga (also 
denoted by ediv{fk^ ^k)) as:
Da =  Diag(ediv(fk,  ga)) (3.24)
where Diag{.) makes a diagonal matrix from its input vector and ediv{.,.) denotes the 
element-wise division operator.
If the columns of A  are normalized (all elements of ga are equal to 1) then. Da =  diag{îk).
3.3.4 First order blind source separation algorithm
By estimating the model parameters, both blind identification (by estimation of A) and 
source separation (by estimation of all Sa as Sa =  P aD a) can be performed simultane­
ously. For referencing purposes we call this method first order blind source separation
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(FOBSS). During this method J  is alternatingly minimised monotonically. The alternat­
ing optimization is robust to noise and at the presence of noise the minimum value of J  is 
proportional to the noise variance. Therefore, in order to define a stopping condition for 
the optimization we define a  =  Similar to other iterative methods the number
of iterations to have convergence can change due to random initialization. In order to 
speed up the algorithm we produce different random sets of parameters and apply Algo­
rithm  3.1 for few iterations (e.g. 5 iterations). Then, the random set leads to a lower J  is 
selected and the optimization continues with the best selected initial values.
A lg o rith m  3.1; First Order Blind Source Separation 
S tep  1: Initialize all the model parameters randomly.
S tep  2: Estimation of Pa using (3.14) for all k = l , ..., K.
S tep  3: Using (3.17) estimate A
S tep  4: Estimating all Da for all k = l , ..., K  using (3.24)
S tep  5: Check the convergence rate a  
S tep  6: If (J >  € go to  S tep  2
We have presented another approach for estimating D a in [91]. Following tha t method. 
D a elements have been estimated separately for different sources.
3.3.5 R elation to  the second order m odel
An indirect second order (SO) model can be defined for the FO approach. This model 
deals with the covariance matrices of different segments and tries to model them by a 
specific PARAFAC model [59], [68] with two identical factors called INDSCAL [75] as
= X l X k  = A D l A ^  (3.25)
where is the covariance m atrix of X a. The dimensionality of this model is lower than 
tha t of FO model and also has less parameters to model the data. It can be proved tha t 
in ideal case without additive noise, the common parameters between the two models are 
identical. However, practically. Sa are semi-orthogonal and there are weak off-diagonal 
elements in their covariance matrices. We refer to these segments with semi-orthogonal 
sources as segments with outliers. Here, outliers refer to the off-diagonal elements of the 
covariance m atrix as the result of non-orthogonality of the sources or non-diagonalizability
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of the covariance matrices. For these outliers the second order model can be extended to
Kxk = A D aR saD aA ^ (3.26)
where R^a denotes a positive definite (PD) correlation m atrix of the sources in Sa with Is 
on diagonal and there are weak off-diagonal values. The R^a therefore, can be decomposed 
as R sa =  H a H a. Estimation of H a can be in a number of ways, usually involving global 
factorization methods such as Cholesky to estimate upper-triangular H a. Alternatively, 
one can use the symmetric principal square root to compute the H a matrices as
Hk = W k ^ / ^ W l  (3.27)
where W a and E a are the results of spectral factorization as R^a =  W aE aW a ; for more 
information refer to [92]. The estimated H a is a positive definite m atrix and its columns 
are supposed to be normal. In presence of relatively weak off-diagonal values on R^a, the 
diagonal elements of the estimated H a are expected to be close to 1 and similar to R sa
its off-diagonal elements are weak. By this positive definite H a the FO model of X a can
be shown as:
Xfc =  (3.28)
It can be shown tha t the off-diagonal elements of R^a are almost twice those of H a. Based
on above assumptions, H a is a PD m atrix with normal columns and diagonal elements
close to 1 and weak off-diagonal elements, e.g. \hkij\ < 0.3;i ^  j .  Then, the elements of 
RsA can be shown as
ski j  — I ] i — 3
p p L L X -  . (3.29)"^ skij hkiihkij T  hkjjhkji +  /  QkilQkmj >  ^ j
where the hku and h^jj are close to 1, h^ij = h^ji (Ha is a symmetric m atrix), and
J2i^i,mT^jQkiiqkmj is negligible (the product of weak off-diagonal elements is weaker than
each one of them) and can be ignored. So, the magnitude of the off-diagonal elements of 
the correlation matrix can be approximately twice of those of H a, i.e.
'^skij ~  ‘^ hkij (3.30)
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Therefore, in the case of correlation among the sources the effect of off-diagonal elements 
on identification of A  and source separation is less destructive. This fact is a key point 
which enables the FO model to outperform the second order model in presence of non- 
orthogonal segmented sources. In fact, the second order model tries to estimate A  using 
small covariance matrices of N xX N x,  with stronger indeterminacies (off-diagonal elements 
f'skij)' While in the FO model, in addition to having lower indeterminacy (having weaker 
off-diagonal elements h^ij), the raw data itself is available. These two facts enable the FO 
model to be more robust to the outliers. This issue also is supported by some experimental 
results provided in this chapter.
3.3.6 Uniqueness of first order m odel based on the essential uniqueness 
condition o f the second order m odel
Based on PARAFAC tensor model we assume tha t the second order model gives essentially 
unique parameter estimates. Suppose tha t the two first order solutions [A, D i , ..., D a , P i ,  ..., Pa] 
and [B, E i , ..., E r ,  G i..., G_Rr] with PaPa; =  G ^G a =  / ,  A: =  1,..., K ,  give the same esti­
mates for X i, . ..,X a . Then, we have
X a =  P aD aA ^ =  G aE aB ^ (3.31)
ÎOI k = 1,..., K .  It follows from above that
Kxk = A D aD aA ^ =  B E aE aB ^
(3.32)
A t a 2  a  T  t - » t : i 2 t » T
xk =  A D ?A ^ =  B E ?B ^
It can be seen tha t the tensor which includes Kxk is factorized by a PARAFAC model 
of [A, A, C] where A is the mixing channel, and C is a m atrix made from staking all 
diagonal elements of D^ for all k = 1,..., K.  Before continuing to the next step we need 
to recall Kruskal uniqueness condition of PARAFAC factorization as in [27], [93]:
Theorem'. Suppose a tensor X  e  has been factorized by three matrices A G
R /xii^B  Ç. and C G R ^ ^ ^  as [A, B, C]. Then, under the following condition this
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factorization can be essentially unique [93].
K r a n k (A )  +  KrankÇB)  -f Krank(C)  > 2R  +  2 (3.33)
As it is mentioned before, Krank{.)  denotes Kruskal-rank (also called k-rank) of a m atrix 
[27].
It means under this condition if this tensor can be factorized by another set of matrices 
like [À, B, C] then we have
À = AnSo, B = BIIEb, c  = cnSc  
s. t. EoE(,Ec =  I
where H  is a permutation matrix and S q, E{,, and Sc are diagonal matrices.
Now, if we have enough number of segments in which the sources are active in enough
number of times (albeit, not all at the same time) and above condition is satisfied then,
our tensor including Kxk can be factorized by an essentially unique PARAFAC model of 
[A, A, C]. Hence, based on uniqueness theorem [AllSa, A H Sq, CnSc] can be any other 
possible solutions. Regarding our problem we have:
- K ra n k (A )  = Ng] based on A4 the mixing channel A is a full column rank matrix.
- K rank(C)  = Ng] based on A3 we have distinct envelopes for different sources (which 
implies nonstationarity assumption for the sources) and m atrix C shows square of these 
envelopes. So, its column rank is Ng. Using the above ranks the uniqueness condition in
(3.33) changes to:
Ng -f- Ng -f- Ng >  2R  4- 2 (3.35)
so,
2 R - \ -2< 3N g  (3.36)
as known to us, the desired R  is Ng and the above inequality is valid for all Ng. This 
means tha t our second order tensor satisfies the uniqueness condition.
Essential uniqueness of the parameters of the general PARAFAC model implies tha t
B = ASaH
(3.37)
k =e 5 =  n ^ D ? s „ n
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where I I  is a permutation matrix, S q and Sc are diagonal matrices having the relation 
S qS oS c =  S ^S c  =  I  . Above second order formulation for E |  and can be rewritten 
for their first order version i.e. E a and D a respectively as:
Ek = n ^ A k D k S j n  (3.38)
where Aa is a sign m atrix (a diagonal matrix with diagonal values as 1 or —1 which helps 
to make nonnegative Sc, for all k = 1, Thus, assuming the Da diagonal elements
are non-negative we have (S^Sc)^ =  S^Sc^ =  I  too. After combining (3.31) and (3.37) 
we obtain
=  G fcn^A fcD fcSe^nnî’S a A î’
=  G itn^A fcS 4s„D fcA ^
Since A  is full column rank, we find, upon post-multiplying both sides by (D j,A ^)t,
G^n^Aj,s4s„DfcA^(DfcApt = p*,D,fcA^ ’(Dt,A ’^)t
GfcII^A(,Sc2So =  Pfc
and finally
-1
G a — P aAaS c 2 S q^II 
G a =  P aA aI I
for k = which demonstrates essential uniqueness of the current solution under
the assumption tha t D a is non-singular. When D a is singular, (3.41) still holds for the 
columns of P a corresponding to the non-zero diagonal elements of D a, and thus the 
essential uniqueness is again obtained. So, based on the uniqueness of the second order 
model and the relation between P a and G a shown by (3.41) we have:
B = A S qII
Ek = n ^ A * D j,sJ n  (3.42)
Gk = PfcAfcll
By the above equalities the uniqueness of our first order model can be concluded (Aa does 
not affect the uniqueness e.g., if D a diagonal elements are non-negative then, A a will be 
an identity matrix ).
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3.3.7 Fast FOBSS algorithm and its relation with AJD methods
As mentioned earlier the FOBSS works for segmented mixture signals to identify the 
mixing channel and separate the orthogonal segmented sources simultaneously. In some 
applications in order to meet the orthogonality assumption for the segmented sources, 
we need to choose large segment size N^. So, manipulation of very tall matrices Xa and 
respectively Pa is likely to be computationally expensive. In these cases, one can use 
the square root of the covariance matrices in order to estimate A  and Da and accordingly 
estimate Pa. For this, we define Ya as the symmetric principal square root of R^ja matrices 
as:
Y a =  M k \ / F k M k  (3.43)
where M a and diagonal Fa are the results of spectral factorization of Kxk = Xa =  
M aFaM ^. Theoretically, Ya 6 can be decomposed as
Y a =  O aD aA ^ (3.44)
where O a is a square orthonormal matrix. So, the FOBSS can be applied to small Y a in 
order to estimate A  and D a in the original problem. Finally, using (3.14) the P a can be 
estimated by computing the orthonormal part of polar decomposition of X aA D a [90].
On the other hand, the AJD methods are proposed for the cases where there is no infor­
mation about the raw data (X a) and only the second order statistics of the data (R^fc) are 
available. There are a number of methods such as fast approximate joint diagonalization 
(FAJD) [94], fast Frobenius diagonalization (FFDIAG) [95], and block Gaussian (BG) 
using uniformly weighted exhaustive diagonalization with Gauss iterations (U-WEDGE) 
method [96] which try  to estimate A^ as the joint diagonalizer of all R^a- The first two 
methods try  to minimize their cost functions for the off-diagonal elements of all B^Ra,AB 
matrices, where B, called diagonalizer matrix, is an approximation of A^. Because of their 
simple cost functions, these methods, may suflFer from trivial solution of B =  0. While, 
in U-WEDGE method, in order to avoid this, the defined cost function includes both A  
and B as ||B R ^^B ^ — ADiag{diag{BKi^K^))A'^\\.  Moreover, this method benefits from 
a weighting approach to  keep the diagonal and attenuate the ofip-diagonal elements of the 
diagonalized R^ja as much as possible. Based on these abilities this method outperforms
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the other diagonalizer approaches by resulting less diagonalization error [96]. On the other 
hand, using (3.44) the AJD second order problem can be converted to a first order problem 
which can be easily tackled by the FOBSS with more robustness against the correlated 
sources.
In practice, in the FOBSS method the diagonalization error is assumed to be zero and we 
try  to fit an exact diagonal model for the corresponding input matrices. Moreover, the 
FOBSS is able to estimate the rectangular diagonalizer matrices directly. However, our 
estimation of A  can be compared to of the AJD methods in exact-determined BSS 
scenarios. In the next section the blind identification performances of FOBSS and AJD 
algorithms are compared for different types of modulated random sources.
3.4 Experim ental results
In the experiments in this section it is intended to compare the FOBSS algorithm with its 
second order version (called SOBSS), well known joint diagonalization based ICA methods 
such as SOBI and JADE, and finally state-of-the-art algorithms for simultaneous diago­
nalization to illustrate the performance of our algorithm in the BSS applications.
Several simulations were carried out to validate and demonstrate the application of the 
proposed method. Moreover, the method is applied to the mixtures of real speech signals 
and also real EEG recordings to separate the brain waves blindly. In this section our focus 
is more on the accuracy of the estimated channels for the cases of with or without outliers. 
It should be noted that, in all of experiments reported in this thesis, we used e =  1“  ^ as 
the stopping criterion threshold for all alternating optimizations.
3.4.1 Simulated data results
In order to produce nonstationary sources two sets of random source signals such as uni­
formly distributed and normally distributed random signals are generated. These random 
signals are modulated using smoothly varying envelopes to build nonstationary sources 
which can also be considered piecewise stationary. To ensure having smoothly varying en­
velope, the random envelope is generated by interpolating/up-sampling a short uniformly 
distributed random vector p  G by ratio. For Np «  N  the envelope changes the
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variance of the sources smoothly. The envelope signals are chosen from uniform distribu­
tion with amplitude ranging between [0.2,1] separately for different sources. Figure 3.3 
shows two generated sources with different envelopes when N  = 4500, Np =  20.
Source #1 Source #2
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Figure 3.3: Simulated sources; slowly varying envelopes by random vectors (1st row), 
up-sampled and smoothed envelopes (2nd row), random source signals (3rd row), and 
modulated source signals (4th row).
The generated sources are mixed with a non-singular mixing matrix in an exact-determined
scenario. Then, temporally uncorrelated independent normal random noise is added to the
I ixi pgenerated mixture signals. The signal to noise ratio is computed by SNR— 10log( ). 
Different experiments with different objectives are explored. Firstly, the proposed method 
is compared with its second order version INDSCAL. Also, the robustness of the algorithm 
against outliers (the segments with off-diagonal elements in their correlation matrices as 
a result of correlation between the sources) is explored and then the method is compared 
with some well-known BSS methods for separation of nonstationary signals. Secondly, the 
method is applied to the synthetic mixtures of real nonstationary signals such as speech 
signals. Finally, the results of applying the method to natural biomedical signals are 
discussed.
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In the first experiment, the robustness of the FO model is compared with its second order 
version. Three modulated uniform random sources with N  = 4500 time samples are used
to make the three mixture signals. The modulating signal envelopes are chosen to have
slow variation (Np=5). The segmentation procedure has been used to produce the data 
tensor Xa with K  = 15 segments without overlap and with segment size of = 300. 
Generally, the source covariance matrices at each segment are not exactly diagonal. So, 
in order to make a clean data to compare the FO and SO models, an orthogonalization 
process is necessary to orthogonalize the source vectors at each segment separately. For 
this, we have used the polar decomposition of Sa as
Sk = PkT k  (3.45)
where T a is the PD part of polar decomposition and P a is a columnwise orthogonal matrix 
with the same size as Sa. For semi-orthogonal sources, T a is not completely diagonal and 
by setting its off-diagonal elements to zero we can reconstruct new Sa with orthogonal 
columns as
Sa ^  PkDicL9{diag{Tk)) (3.46)
After replacing the orthogonalized Sa, the mixture signals can be made by multiplying 
them by a full column rank random mixing matrix A  as Xa =  SaA ^ +  Va where Va 
are additive random noise signals which meet our assumptions. Respectively, the second 
order model of the observations can also be made using R^ja =  X JX a- Then, the FOBSS 
method was applied to Xa and PARAFAC to Ra,A to estimate the mixing m atrix in 
different signal to noise ratios. The average channel estimation errors of the FOBSS 
and SOBSS methods are compared for 300 trials in different SNR levels. The error of 
estimation is calculated by error = lOZo^(^^^^jp^) where Â  represents the optimally 
reordered and scaled version of estimated A. The results for different experiments were 
found very close to each other for all SNRs. Figure 3.4 shows the compared results. By 
this experiment, the equality for the results of first order and second order models in an 
ideal case (exactly orthogonal sources) is confirmed. In order to  test the robustness of the 
two methods against outliers we need to have relatively considerable correlation between 
the sources at each segment. Although practically the generated sources may be slightly 
correlated, in this experiment we are going to investigate the cases where there are more
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Figure 3.4: Comparing FOBSS and SOBSS results for orthogonal and non-orthogonal (at 
the presence of outlier) scenarios.
correlation between the segmented sources. For this, first, the correlated random signals 
(with correlation matrices of moderate correlation coefficients, empirically, up to 0.3) in 
each segment are generated using the method proposed in [97]. Then, in order to build the 
correlated the generated signals are modulated by signals of slowly varying envelopes. 
After generating Sk with semi-orthogonal columns the FOBSS and SOBSS were compared 
as done in the previous experiment. The results for different experiments are shown in 
Figure 3.4. Apparently, in very low SNR cases the results for both methods are similar. 
However, in low and high SNRs the FO model outperforms the traditional second order 
model. Next, we tried to compare the FOBSS method results with those of well known ICA 
based methods, such as SOBI and JADE, and the well-known joint diagonalizer methods 
such as FFDIAG, FAJD, and BG (U-WEDGE). For this purpose another two sets sources 
were generated in the same fashion. Figure 3.5 shows the averaged channel estimation error 
over 300 trials for different SNRs when the uniform random signals are modulated by low 
frequency envelopes. It should be noted tha t the orthogonalization process is not applied 
to the segmented sources in this and all the following experiments. As the sources are 
not temporally correlated the SOBI algorithm has the worst performance in separation of
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these sources. However, having smoothly varying variances may not affect the stationarity 
of the non-Gaussian sources [88]. So, JADE method has performed better than SOBI for 
all SNRs. It is seen that, the FAJD, FFDIAG, and SOBSS have shown comparable results. 
While, FOBSS and BG methods outperformed others and particularly, the FOBSS has 
appeared better than the BG method in moderate cases (SNR < 15 dB). Only in high 
SNR cases (SNR > 15 dB) BG and FOBSS results are comparable. Above comparison 
is repeated when the sources in each segment are set to be weakly correlated. Figure 3.6 
shows tha t for the correlated sources, FOBSS outperforms BG for all SNRs.
Modulated uniform random sources
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Figure 3.5: Average channel identification error in different SNRs for separation of mod­
ulated uniform random sources.
Above two experiments have been repeated for modulated normal Gaussian signals of 
slowly varying envelopes. As shown in Figure 3.7, because of having temporally uncorre­
lated sources, SOBI still has shown the worst performance in separation of these sources. 
Also, because of having originally Gaussian sources JADE has failed too. Figure 3.8 shows 
the results for correlated sources or when there are some outliers. The results are consis­
tent with those from previous experiment and shows superiority of the FOBSS method.
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Figure 3.6: Average channel identification error in different SNRs for separation of mod­
ulated uniform random sources when the sources are set to be correlated.
For the third experiment, the performances of the FOBSS and BG algorithms are compared 
for blind identification of synthetically mixed speech signals. Three speech sources of three 
seconds (two males and one female captured with 8 kHz sampling frequency) were selected 
and mixed using a random mixing matrix. The segment size was chosen as N x  = 300. 
Also, Gaussian noise is added to the mixtures and the averaged channel estimation errors 
over 300 trials for diflFerent SNRs are computed. Figure 3.9 compares the results of the 
two methods and clearly shows the superiority of the FOBSS for all moderate SNRs. 
This experiment shows tha t for N x  =  300 there might be some correlation between the 
segmented speech signals (closeness of the pitch signals for different speakers) which is 
better mitigated by the FOBSS than by the BG method.
Finally, real EEG signals were recorded and the results of the proposed method were com­
pared with those of Infomax method using EEGLAB [98]. In real applications like EEG, 
generally, the exact number of sources is not known. However, the number of dominant 
sources within a specific time can be approximated and this enables us to separate the 
dominant sources and also localize them within the 2-D topographies. In this experiment
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Figure 3.7: Average channel identification error in different SNRs for separation of mod­
ulated Gaussian random sources.
the real EEG was recorded using a 16 electrode 10-20 Nihon Kohden model EEG-recorder 
system using 200 Hz sampling frequency. The signals were bandpass filtered between 0.1- 
80 Hz. Figure 3.10 shows the EEG signals. The number of sources was estimated using 
the method proposed in [99].
Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show the 10 separated sources using FOBSS and ICA, Infomax, 
respectively. Comparing the two figures reveals tha t most of the estimated sources by 
the two methods are similar. However, there are some different separated sources such as 
fifth and sixth sources from top. Since estimation of the exact number of sources is not 
accurate, this difference is expectable.
3.5 Discussion and conclusions
In this chapter, a PARAFAC2 based method for solving BSS of nonstationary sources and 
blind identification problems has been developed. A model has been defined for tensorial 
representation of the mixture signals. Unlike common joint-diagonalization based BSS
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Figure 3.8: Average channel identification error in different SNRs for separation of mod­
ulated Gaussian random sources when the sources are correlated.
methods, this method does not deal with second/higher order statistics. The developed 
method, so called first order model, is similar to the well-known Block-Gaussian model 
but without any assumption about the signal distributions. It is shown tha t for exactly 
orthogonal sources, the common parameters of this model and its second order tensor 
model INDSGAL are identical. There is a close link between INDSGAL and joint diago- 
nalization based methods which try, mostly for exact determined scenarios, to diagonalize 
the mixture covariance matrices. An alternating optimization has been developed to  esti­
mate the parameters. This optimization does not need any learning coefficients which are 
necessary for gradient based methods. Since the FOBSS deals with raw data, it can be 
used for over-determined scenarios with non-square mixing matrices as well. It is shown 
that, compared with INDSGAL and also the other second order AJD based approaches 
the FOBSS method is more robust against non-orthogonal (segmented) sources. On the 
other hand, compared to FFDIAG and FAJD the BG method, which uses a weighted LS 
optimization, has shown better performance for non-orthogonal sources. However, FOBSS 
outperforms BG method in low SNR and more specifically in presence of outliers it shows 
better results for all SNRs. The FOBSS however, may be computationally expensive for
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Figure 3.9: Average channel identification error in different SNRs for separation of mixed 
speech signal sources.
long segment sizes. In these cases, specially for exact-determined scenarios, the dimen­
sionality of segmented source can be reduced from (AT^ , Ns) to {Ng, Ng) using square root 
of covariance matrices for each slab. This method is also compared with BG method for 
synthetically mixed speech signals and the results confirm tha t FOBSS outperforms BG 
method and the difference is high particularly for low SNR cases. Finally, the FOBSS is 
applied to real EEG signals and the results are compared with those of ICA based methods 
available by EEGLAB toolbox. The results show tha t in the presence of relatively correct 
number (approximately estimated) of the sources both methods have approximately sim­
ilar results. Next chapter extends the proposed FOBSS to separate the correlated sources 
by extending the PARAFAC2 model.
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Figure 3.10: Real 16-channel EEG signal.
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Figure 3.11: Results of separation of 10 sources using the proposed method; (top) esti­
mated topographies and (bottom) separated sources.
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Figure 3.12: Results of separation of 10 sources using ICA method; (top) estimated to­
pographies and (bottom) separated sources.
Chapter 4
A N ew  M ethod for Blind Source 
Separation of Correlated Sources 
by M odifying the PARAFAC2 
M odel
4.1 Introduction
In previous chapter we showed tha t the FO model can resolve the BSS for some weak 
correlation between the sources better than the case where SO model is used. While, 
in some applications in which the sources are highly dependent and consequently are 
highly correlated/overlapped both FOBSS and SOBSS methods and also most ICA based 
methods fail to separate or localize such sources. Unlike in previous chapter, we are go­
ing to separate the sources which are not originally independent and their dependence 
can cause high correlation between them. More especifically, in this chapter we try  to 
separate and localize some dependent sources as a subgroup of electric signals from the 
brain called event related potentials (ERPs). ERPs are the brain responses to specifi­
cally designed stimuli. Extracting and evaluating the ERPs leads to understanding of 
various brain functions. In some applications such as mental fatigue analysis, different 
ERP components and subcomponents are evaluated before and during the fatigue state. 
It is reported tha t attention related ERPs can be helpful for identification of the fatigue
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state [5]. Traditionally, ERPs are averaged over a number of trials because of their low 
signal to noise ratio (SNR). However averaging ERPs over a number of trials leads to 
the loss of information related to inter-trial variability of ERPs. Inter-trial variability of 
ERPs can provide useful information for detecting the fatigue state. Also, in the case 
of having correlated ERP subcomponents in temporal and spatial domain the classical 
methods such as ICA, fail to separate the correlated ERP sub-components [6]. Therefore, 
the main objective of this chapter is provision of a new effective BSS method to overcome 
the problem of temporal correlation between the ERP subcomponents. P300 (also called 
P3) is one of the main component of ERPs. It is a positive wave around 300 ms after 
the stimulus onset. It usually occurs after an auditory, visual, or somatosensory stimulus. 
The acquisition of P300 is easy because compared with the other brain signals the P300 
often has a large amplitude (5-20uV). Amplitude of P300 is denoted as the largest peak of 
ERP waveform within a time window around 300 ms. Latency of P300 is denoted at the 
time from the stimulus onset to the timing of the largest positive peak of P300 (e.g. P300 
amplitude) [100]. P300 amplitude is usually larger in parietal electrode sites. Also there 
are other ERP components which appear with different latencies and different polarities. 
Figure 4.1 shows different ERP component such as NlOO (N l), PlOO (PI), N200 (N2), 
P200 (P2), and P300 (P3). P300 is typically elicited using an oddball task which contains 
only one stimulus type, the infrequent stimulus is presented as the target. While in a 
three-stimulus oddball paradigm where a number of infrequent targets are presented in 
a background of frequent stimuli and also a number of infrequent distractor stimuli the 
response of the subject to the infrequent target does elicit one distinct subcomponent of 
P300 called P3b and the infrequent distractor causes elicitation of another P300 subcom­
ponent called P3a [100]. The scalp distribution of P3a usually has maximum amplitude in 
frontal/central regions while for P3b the scalp distribution is maximum in parietal regions 
of the brain. It is assumed tha t the discrimination between target and standard stimuli 
initiates the frontal lobe activity [101]. The P3a is generated when a demanding stimuli 
commands frontal lobe attention and subsequently P3b is generated when the required 
attention resources are allocated for memory updating in association cortex. Based on 
this model, the P300 component generation is due to the interaction between frontal lobe 
and temporal-parietal lobe functions. Although the exact neural origins of P3a and P3b 
are distinct, the generation of these subcomponents involves interactions between them
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Figure 4.1: Different ERP components with different latencies and polarities (taken from
[5D-
and due to temporal and spatial proximity engages in overlapping neural activations [101]. 
On the other hand, both subcomponents follow the same stimuli and result from the same 
neural activities. So, these subcomponents can be considered as correlated subcompo­
nents. Figure 4.2 shows simulated P3a and P3b signals and their respective generated 
P300 signal on one frontal electrode.
An approach for spatio-temporal estimation of ERP components is reported in [102]. The 
advantage of this method is tha t instead of modelling the whole ERP component, it mod­
els its descriptors (amplitude and latency) based on the spatial diversity of multi-channel 
recordings and a user defined template. This method has shown to be effective in ERP 
component estimation even in negative SNRs. However, although this method can be 
used for single trial estimation of ERP components, it is not suitable for estimation of the 
ERP subcomponents particularly when they overlap in time. Hence, in the case of having 
correlated components or subcomponents the method cannot achieve correct results. Re­
cently, in another approach the method presented in [102] has been highly improved by 
developing a spatiotemporal filtering method for single trial estimation of correlated ERP 
subcomponents [6]. This method, similar to the method proposed in [103], needs to have 
an approximation of temporal information of the P3a and P3b signals. The approximated
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Figure 4.2: Simulated P300 and its subcomponents P3a and P3b [6].
information of subcomponents can be achieved through averaging along trials. In this 
method in order to estimate the ERP subcomponent descriptors, two separate cost func­
tions for two subcomponents are defined. Following that, the latencies, amplitudes, and 
scalp projections of both subcomponents are estimated by deflating one of the correlated 
subcomponents and estimating the other one. All of the above methods follow a semi-blind 
scenario for separation of the correlated sub-components. Differently, the PCA has been 
initially applied for decomposing P300 blindly [100]. In ERP analysis PCA, more specially 
temporal PCA (tPCA) which assumes the sources are uncorrelated on temporal domain, 
has been used mainly for separation of the ERP components from the background EEG. 
For ERP applications the tPCA  is applied to data in two stages. In the first stage principal 
components are extracted by tPCA. These initial extraction results are called unrotated 
solution. The output of the first step is a matrix which includes the dominant left singular 
vectors (called factor loading matrix) and a m atrix which includes the dominant right 
singular vectors multiplied by their respective singular values (called factor score matrix). 
Generally speaking, factor loading matrix is a kind of mixing m atrix and score m atrix 
includes the principal components (PCs) of the original sources (or orthogonalized version 
of the sources). Multiplication of factor loading and factor score matrices, reproduce the 
original data m atrix [104]. In ERP analysis, by applying tPCA it is expected to extract 
ERP subcomponents or components. However, there is not a direct relation between the 
extracted PCs and ERP subcomponents/components. The tPCA  extracts the PCs which 
may include more than one ERP component/subcomponent after the initial extraction in 
the first step [104]. For example, a PC can be a combination of two ERP components. So,
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in order to extract the ERP subcomponents by applying tPCA a rotating post-processing 
stage should be performed on the extracted PCs. By rotating we refer to map the data 
into a new space with new orthogonal or oblique axes. One possible rotation is called Vari- 
max [105]. In Varimax, the PCs are rotated pairwise iteratively, until the change in the 
solution is trivial. The Varimax procedure rotates the two PCs such th a t the sum of the PC 
loadings is maximized. By this maximization, the variance of some new rotated PCs are as 
small as possible, while the others are as large as possible. It is expected th a t these gener­
ated PCs closely correspond to a single ERP component/subcomponent. In other words, 
the rotation arranges the factor loadings of each variable to be as large for one PC and as 
small for the other factors as possible. The Varimax rotation is sensitive to the correlations 
and overlap between the ERP components/subcomponents. Therefore, it affects the accu­
racy of the system [104]. In both steps i.e. the initial extraction and Varimax rotation, the 
strict orthogonality is maintained between the PCs (so the PCs are assumed to be uncorre­
lated). Therefore, the correlation between ERP components/ subcomponents violates the 
assumption of having uncorrelated sources. On the other hand, the correlation between 
components can be somehow addressed by using oblique rotations such as Promax [106]. 
In Promax rotation, the correlation between the PCs are allowed. Promax performs an 
initial Varimax rotation; then, it relaxes the orthogonality restrictions whereby allows the 
PCs to become slightly correlated. Therefore, if the ERP components/subcomponents are 
slightly correlated, using Promax rotation more accurate solution is expectable. Since the 
ERP components, such as NlOO, P200, P300, have less temporal overlap and are slightly 
correlated, using Promax rotation results more accurate estimation of ERP components.
While, for estimation of ERP subcomponents, such as P3a and P3b, which are highly 
correlated in temporal domain, it is very difficult for the tPCA  to extract the desired ERP 
signals. Consequently, tPCA is very effective for the case tha t the ERP subcomponents 
are correlated in spatial domain while much less correlated in temporal domain. Thus, 
tPCA  makes use of temporal domain information in order to separate spatially corre­
lated ERP subcomponents. If the ERP subcomponents are more correlated in temporal 
domain rather than spatial domain, another PCA based approach can be applied. This 
approach for decomposition of temporally correlated ERP components/subcomponents is 
called spatial PCA (sPCA). In sPCA, the data m atrix is organized in a way tha t the vari­
ables consist of potentials recorded at each channel and the observation corresponds to the
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recorded potentials at each time point (the number of variables is equal to the number of 
channels and the number of observations is equal to the number of time points) [107]. The 
PCA, then, is applied to the data m atrix for initial component extraction. Then, similar 
to tPCA, a PC rotation algorithm should be applied to the extracted PCs. It is shown tha t 
compared with the other rotation methods employing the Infomax rotation within spa­
tial PCA algorithm results in better separation performance [104]. If in an ERP dataset, 
the ERP components/ subcomponents are highly correlated in spatial domain, again it 
is very difficult for the sPCA to extract PCs which are uncorrelated in spatial domain. 
However, as we mentioned before, sPCA is very effective for the cases where the ERP sub­
components are highly correlated in temporal domain while they are much less correlated 
in spatial domain. Therefore, there is a need for a robust blind method for single trial 
estimation of P300 subcomponents when in addition to the temporal correlation the sub­
components have relatively spatial correlation as well. This is one of the main objectives 
in this chapter by improving the concept proposed in the previous chapter. Similar to 
the method in previous chapter, we represent multi-channel EEC data using a third-order 
tensor with modes: space (channels), time samples, and number of segments. Then, a 
generalized version of PARAFAC2 method, is developed to blindly separate and localize 
mutually/temporally correlated P3a and P3b sources as subcomponents of P300 signal. 
In this work the non-orthogonality of the ERP subcomponents is defined within the ten­
sor model. In order to obtain essentially unique estimation of the signal components one 
parametric and one structural constraint are defined and imposed. The method is applied 
to both simulated and real data and has been shown to perform very well even in low 
SNR situations. In addition, the method is compared with sPCA and its superiority is 
demonstrated by using simulated signals. The remainder of the chapter is structured as 
follows. In Section 4.2 our model and its problem formulation is described. In Section
4.3 the estimation of model parameters is provided. In Section 4.4 the results of applying 
the method to simulated and real data are provided. Finally, Section 4.5 concludes the 
chapter.
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4.2 M odel and problem formulation
Consider the following instantaneous mixing system:
X  =  S A ^ +  V  (4.1)
Recovering the sources from the acquired mixtures has been investigated by incorporating 
different assumptions about the sources or mixing systems. Here, it is assumed th a t the 
system is overdetermined, i.e., Nx > Ng. In recent years a number of solutions to BSS 
problem have been proposed. In these approaches some properties of the sources such 
as, statistical independence, uncorrelatedness, disjointedness, sparsity, or non-Caussianity 
are taken into account. These methods fail when the sources have some dependency or 
are correlated. So, a new method must be developed to solve blind separation of the 
correlated sources (BSCS). The main contribution of this chapter is therefore incorporat­
ing correlatedness of the sources into the tensor model. Similar to the method proposed
in previous chapter, a simple temporal segmentation procedure has been carried out to 
produce a data tensor by dividing the signals X  and consequently S to K  segments called 
respectively as and Sk w ith/without overlap and with segment size of N k - So, consid­
ering correlatedness of the sources for each segment, the previously proposed first order 
model is changed to:
(4.2)
s . t . S j ’S , =  RfcD2; y k  = l , . . . , K
where is a correlation matrix and D | is a positive diagonal m atrix which shows the 
power of each source signal for each segment k. Note that, for orthogonal or independent 
sources R^ is very close to identity matrix. For simplicity, we ignore the noise term  V^. 
Also, based on above formulation, we can factorize each into an orthonormal m atrix 
Pfc, a similarity matrix H^, and a diagonal matrix Dfc, which absorbs the norm of different 
sources at each segment k. So, based on the above decomposition, the model in (5.1) can 
be rewritten as:
s . t . F l P k  = ÏNs] Rfc =  H^Hjt; y  k = l , . . . , K
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Actually the above formulation tries to model the data tensor which includes all X^. The 
proposed model can be considered as a generalization of the traditional PARAFAC2 ten­
sor model for each X^ as X)t =  P fcH D ^ A ^ , where H  is a fixed m atrix for all segments. 
Recently, PARAFAC2 has been used to separate the normal brain rhythms in time do­
main [108] and time-frequency domain [109]. Compared to the PARAFAC2 model, having 
different rather than a fixed H  for all ks gives more flexibility to the proposed model. 
It is concluded tha t this model may not provide unique decomposition of every segmented 
mixture Xfc. However, by considering different constraints for the parameter of this model, 
i.e., all Pfc are orthonormal, all are diagonal matrices, and considering as the corre­
lation matrices, it practically leads to unique estimations. Moreover, in some applications 
other constraints such as nonnegativity of A  elements can be considered for the mixing 
system. Having unique estimations for the parameters of the proposed model solves the 
localization problem by estimating A . It also solves the BSCS problem using the infor­
mation about all D^, H^, and P^ to reconstruct the segmented sources as S^. In the 
next section an approach for estimating all the parameters of the above tensor model is 
proposed.
4.3 Estim ation of the model parameters
Recalling the main formulation for each segment X^ =  Py^H^^jD^A^ the overall minimiza­
tion problem can be defined as:
K
J =  ^ | | X t - P A D t A ^ | | ^  (4.4)
k=l
where | | . | |r  stands for Frobenius norm of a matrix. In order to fit the model of mixtures, 
alternating minimizations are developed for estimation of the two sets of parameters sep­
arately. The following procedures are used to estimate P ^ ,  A , H ^, and D ^.
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4.3.1 Estim ation of
Let’s assume th a t A, and are known for all k and estimation of all orthonormal 
Pfc is required. A new local cost function for each k can be obtained by expanding 4.4 as:
M P k )  = t r ( X l X k )  +  <r(A(DfcRfcD|t)A^) -  ( r(2 A D tH ^P ^X & ) (4.5)
which has to be minimized. Obviously, the first two terms of the above cost function 
are independent of P^ and positive semi-definite matrices (their trace values are non­
negative). So, the above minimization problem can be converted to maximization of 
tr(PfcHfcDfcA^X^). In order to achieve this, similar to the solution proposed in chapter 
3 we define a new variable and its singular value decomposition (SVD) as:
Zk =  HfcDfcA^Xj =  V k X k V l  (4.6)
where is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative diagonal elements and two orthonormal 
Ufc and Y k  matrices. Then, it can be proved [110] tha t one of the best estimations of P^ 
can be obtained as:
(4.7)
4.3.2 Estim ation of A , and
Generally, each one of A, H^, and can be estimated as part of the alternating optimiza­
tions (estimate one of them when all other parameters are considered fixed). However, 
here, a closed form process for estimation of all above parameters using Tucker based 
tensor factorization is presented.
Assume tha t all P^ matrices are estimated and define a new tensor y  which includes 
slabs as:
Yfc =  (4.8)
Having orthogonal P^ and using the main model of X^ defined in (4.3) implies
Y k  = A G k  (4.9)
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where =  D ^H ^. The tensor y  € includes and subsequently G;^.
Q 6 which is built by G^, is called core tensor.
If all Hfc were the same and equal to a fixed H  the best tensor model for y  would be a simple 
PARAFAC model. Also, if were assumed orthogonal then the PARAFAC2 could be the 
best model for factorization of tensor 3^  with Y^ slabs. However, in current application 
with overlapped sources non of the above assumptions are valid and therefore. Tucker 
tensor model is preferred. This model supports non-diagonal core tensor slabs (in contrary 
to Kruskal structure of PARAFAC model in which the core tensor slabs are diagonal) 
[68]. As mentioned before. Tucker model is the generalization of SVD decomposition for 
tensors. Analogous to SVD/PCA for modeling each matrix X  e  comprising of F
components we have Xij % ^ f = i ^ i f ^ j f 9 f f ^  where g f f  are proportional to the eigenvalues. 
Also there are simplified extensions of TuckerS model which have less parameters. Here, we 
use Tucker 1 model represented by xijk «  'Ed=i^id9djk> Generally, unlike PARAFAC based 
models, the Tucker tensor factorization approach does not have unique results. However, 
by imposing some restrictions on the model, it tends to converge to a unique solution [1]. 
Here, the Tuckerl model has been chosen to model the tensor y  to estimate the mixing 
channel A  as the factor related to the first mode and and Djt as the decomposition of 
core tensor matrices simultaneously. Based on our assumptions are supposed
to be the correlation matrices. This imposes a constraint to the core tensor to create 
a specific structure with symmetric or specifically PD matrices at each slab along k. 
Moreover, nonnegativity constraint on mixing gains A  is considered to obtain unique 
estimation of the parameters.
In order to estimate the parameters equation (4.9) can be rewritten as:
Y  =  A G  (4.10)
where Y  6 q  ^ j^Nxx(NxxK) respectively unfolded versions of y  and
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E s tim a tio n  o f  A
In an unconstrained scenario A  can be estimated easily as:
A  =  Y G t (4.11)
However, in the case of having nonnegative constraint on A, the cost function may be
defined as:
J . - I I V - A G I I ,
S. t. ^zj 0
where aij are the elements of matrix A. Above optimization problem can be divided into 
some sub-problems for estimating each row of A  separately as:
s. t. üij > 0 f o r  j  — 1,..., N
where y* and a* denote respectively the zth row of Y  and A. There are some standard 
solutions for the above sub-problem such as nonnegative least squares (NNLS) or fast- 
NNLS [1] [111].
E s tim a tio n  o f H t an d  D k
To estimate and it is necessary to estimate the core tensor G by estimation of 
its unfolded version G. In an unconstrained scenario, estimation of G  can be simply 
performed by:
G =  A ty  (4.14)
However, in case of having structural constraint it is necessary to have symmetric PD R t 
matrices. As our constraint is not defined for directly a new variable Qfc is defined to 
deal with covariance m atrix of each G^ as:
Qfc =  5'grt(G^G&) (4.15)
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where Sqrt{.) denotes square root of a square matrix. This operator is different from the 
operator which takes square root of all elements of m atrix separately; for more information 
refer to [92]. Above procedure tries to obtain as the nearest (or one of the nearest) 
PD matrices to G^. After obtaining the PD Q^, the target parameters and can 
be easily estimated by:
Uk = Diag{vk)~^QkDiag{-Vk)~^ . .
(4.16)
T>k = Diagiyk)
where is a vector which contains the column vector norm of Q^. It can be seen tha t the 
columns of Hk are normalized and also their covariance builds a correlation
matrix. Moreover, the diagonal values of shows the norm of each source vector in 
segment k.
The final algorithm for estimation of all the parameters of BSCS system is shown in 
Algorithm 4.1.
A lg o rith m  4.1; Parameter Estimation of BSCS_________
S tep  1 : Initialize all of the model parameters randomly.
S tep  2 : Estimate Pfc using (4.7) for all k = 1, . . . ,K.
S tep  3 : Solve (4.13) and estimate all rows of A  using a* =NNLS(G^,y*) for 
i = 1,..., Nx.
S tep  4 : Calculate using (4.15) and compute all Hfc and using (4.16) for 
k 1,..., K .
S tep  5 : Check the convergence rate cr =  (J^w -  Jnew)lJold if o- > e, go to S tep  2 till 
convergence
U sing  B SC S for E R P  su b co m p o n en t d e te c tio n
By exploiting nonnegativity of the mixing coefficients in estimation of A, super symmetri­
cal structure of the core tensor built by G;^, and orthogonality of all P^, a unique solution 
is expected. However, in ERP source separation application having nonnegative A  may 
not be valid. The proposed Tucker based model using unconstrained A  may not have 
unique estimation of the sources, for example, in this case a separated source may be a 
mixture of P3a and P3b signals and the second one is noise. Typically, the brain sources 
are considered as dipoles in a forward model of the brain and based on the directions of 
dipoles the mixing channels can be divided into those with positive and negative gains
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depending on their position in the brain. So, a group of mixing gains which are related to 
spatially neighbouring electrodes have the same polarity. This fact can be used to provide 
sub-optimum initial values for the unconstrained algorithm (with no constraint on A) us­
ing the results of constrained (with nonnegativity constraint on A) algorithm. Therefore, 
if Algorithm 4.1, which considers the mixing gains as positive, is applied to the mixture of 
P3a and P3b signals for few iterations, the algorithm tries to estimate a group of mixing 
gains tha t have the same polarity and consider them as nonnegative channel information. 
All other mixing gains are considered to be zero. Since, not all the gains are necessarily 
positive, this solution is not considered as a general solution but it can be considered as a 
suitable initial value for an unconstrained algorithm which does not impose any constraint 
on the estimated A.
The final procedure for separating ERP subcomponent is shown at Algorithm 4.2. In
A lgorithm  4.2; Estimation of BSCS parameters for separation of ERP subcomponents 
Step 1 : Produce the tensor model of mixture signals using temporal segmentation.
Step 2 : Apply algorithm 4.1 for the produced tensor few iterations (by choosing large e
such as e =  0.01).
Step 3 ; Estimation of using (4.7) for all A: =  1,..., K.
Step 4 ; Estimate unconstrained A  using (4.11).
Step  5 : Calculate Qfc using (4.15) and compute all Hfc and Dfc using (4.16) for 
k —- 1, . . . ,  I f .
Step  6 : Check the convergence rate a = (J^Zd -  Jnew)lJoid if o’ > e, go to Step  2 till 
convergence
the next section the latter algorithm is applied to both simulated and real signals and 
the performance of the method is shown by comparing the results with those of standard 
sPCA method.
4.4 Experimental results
Several simulations were carried out to validate and demonstrate application of the pro­
posed method. Moreover, the method is applied to real EEC recordings for normal subject 
to separate P300 subcomponents blindly. For real data study, the method was applied to 
30 different trials (related to target stimuli) for one subject. All simulated and experimen­
tal data were compared with sPCA separation method using ERP PCA Toolkit [112]. The 
sPCA method, which is shown to have better performance for separation of temporally
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correlated, but spatially uncorrelated signals, is chosen as the benchmark for compari­
son [104].
4.4.1 Simulated data
The synthetic EEG data contains ERP signals in the interval between 250 and 500 ms 
after stimulus, respectively. Two highly correlated P300 subcomponent, P3a and P3b 
are synthetically generated using gamma function [6]. A three-shell homogeneous head 
model was used to generate the EEG data. The conductivity ratios 1, 0.0125, and 1 were 
chosen respectively for scalp, skull, and brain layers to compute the forward model of 
the brain. By this model there are 6510 grid points with inter-grid distance of 2 mm 
using 25 electrodes placed on the scalp according to 10-20 standard system [113]. The 
sampling frequency was set to 250 Hz. The amplitudes, latencies, and widths of the 
P300 subcomponents were varied across trials. The P3a was placed in centro-frontal and 
P3b in centro-parietal brain locations which makes them spatially close to each other. 
The goal of the simulation study was to evaluate the ability of the method in estimation 
of P300 subcomponents and their scalp projections in single trials with different SNR 
levels. The method was applied to different mixtures of synthetic sources (considering 30 
trials) at different SNRs. The results for different experiments were found approximately 
similar when SNRs were the same. Generally, the optimization process converged after 
approximately 80 iterations. The average localization and source separation errors of the 
BSCS and PCA based methods were compared for 30 trials in three different SNR levels. 
The error of estimation was calculated by Error = 10Zo5'(^^^^^J^) where Â  represents 
correctly reordered and optimally scaled version, in order to mitigate the perm utation and 
scaling ambiguities, of the estimated A.
Table 4.1 compares the averaged localization error for the two methods. Also, the aver­
aged temporal error are shown in Table 4.2. Clearly, in low SNR the proposed method 
outperforms the standard sPCA method for both channel estimation and signal separa­
tion. In high SNR, the signal separation error of the proposed method is slightly higher 
than the PCA based method, but in this case the channel estimation error is still better 
than tha t achieved by the PCA based method. So, as an alternative solution in high SNR
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Table 4.1: Spatial error between original and separated P300 subcomponents in different 
SNRs.
SNR(dB)
Error
-10 -5 0
BSCS 7.37 ± 1.85 -14.77± 4.12 -23.24 ±4.09
sPCA -1.64 ± 2.84 -5.67 ± 3.05 -15.66 ± 2.37
cases the sources can be recovered using pseudo inverse of blindly estimated channel A  
and the electrode signals X.
Table 4.2: Temporal error between original and separated P300 subcomponents in different 
SNRs.
(dB) -10 -5 0
BSCS -20.47 ± 2.78 -26.05 ± 2.71 -28.98 ±2.21
sPCA -9.88 ±5.77 -22.30 ± 2.58 -33.45 ± 2.46
Figure 4.3 compares the results of the proposed method and those of the PCA based 
method in SNR=-10 dB for estimating the subcomponents and their spatial information.
Expectedly, the proposed method has shown better performance in terms of both spatial 
and temporal errors in SNR=-10 dB. Table 4.3 compares the latencies of estimated sources 
for both methods (the original latencies were chosen as 450 and 470 ms for first and second 
subcomponents respectively). Similar to the reported signal errors, the proposed method 
outperforms the sPCA method especially in low SNR.
4.4.2 Real data
In this section the method is applied to real recorded EEG signals using a Nihon Ko­
hden model EEG-recorder system. EEG activity was recorded using 10-20 system by 
27 electrodes. The sampling frequency was Fs =  1 kHz. Regarding low frequency P300 
subcomponents a bandpass filter (0.1-40 Hz) was considered for preprocessing of the data. 
Subjects were required to sit alert and still with their eyes closed to avoid any interfer-
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Figure 4.3: Results for synthetic data; (a) original and estimated P300 subcomponents at 
SNR=-10 dB, top left and right using proposed method (error=-23.28 dB), bottom  left 
and right using sPCA method (error=-7.80 dB) and (b) original spatial information in the 
middle row, estimated spatial information using the proposed method (error=-8.86 dB)
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Table 4.3: Latencies of estimatted P300 subcomponents for different SNRs.
SNR (dB) 
Latency (m s ) \
-10 -5 0
P3a by BSCS 455.93 ± 6.64 448,16 ±4.73 450.38 ± 0.71
P3a by PCA 461.02 ± 12.84 454,09 ± 7.29 449.79 ± 0.66
P3b by BSCS 466.93 ± 5.40 472.27 ± 3.82 469.23 ± 0.62
P3b by PCA 478.01 ± 8.84 465.49 ± 5.29 470.66 ± 0.36
ence. Also, to avoid any muscle artifact, the neck was firmly supported and the feet were 
rested on a footstep. The stimuli were transfered through ear plugs inserted in the ear. 
Thirty target tones (1 kHz) were randomly distributed amongst 160 frequent and back­
ground tones. Their intensity was 65 dB with 10 and 50 milliseconds duration for rare 
and frequent tones, respectively. The subject was asked to  press a button when they hear 
a low tone (1 kHz). Each trial lasted 1300 ms and there was 500 ms prestimuli and 800 
ms poststimuli. ERP subcomponents measured in this task included P3a and P3b using 
a temporal window which masks the trial data between [200ms-450ms] after the stimuli. 
The algorithm was applied to 30 target trials. The results for different trials were nearly 
consistent (except for 3 trials which might be related to the subject distraction). It is seen 
tha t the error of fitting process was often less than 10 percent (because of having lowpass 
filter in preprocessing phase the noises are highly degraded). This means th a t this experi­
ment can be considered as a high SNR case which both methods have relatively the same 
results and efficiency for the simulated data. Figure 4.4 shows the measured latencies of 
separated P3a and P3b signals using both methods. Both methods have close results for 
both P3a and P3b latency measurement. Figure 4.5 shows the blindly estimated P3a and 
P3b signals and their spatial information in one of the single trials. It is seen in Figure 
4.5.a that the separated P3a and P3b signals for both methods are very close to each 
other. Likewise, their estimated topoplots also are similar.
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Figure 4.4: Latencies of the estimated P300 subcomponents signals, on top P3a laten­
cies using proposed method and sPCA method, at bottom  P3b latencies using proposed 
method and sPCA method.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a new method for blind estimation of single trial ERP subcomponents 
is proposed. The method defines a new extended PARAFAC2 based tensor model which 
supports the correlations of the sources in its structure. The proposed method is robust 
against temporal and spatial correlations between the ERP subcomponents. Based on the 
defined tensor model, the fitting processes to estimate the Tucker 1 core tensor model and 
the orthogonal part of segmented sources, have been developed. In the presence of 
parametric and structural constraints, essentially unique solution for separation of ERP 
subcomponents is achieved. Using blindly estimated parameters of the proposed model, 
source separation and localization of the P300 subcomponents is performed. Based on 
the simulation results, the method is robust for low SNR. Using the simulated signals 
especially for low SNR scenarios, it is shown tha t our method outperforms spatial PC A 
method. Consequently a better approximation of P300 subcomponents and their scalp 
projections has been obtained. The estimated scalp projections can be used for more 
detailed localization (3D localization) of P300 subcomponents in the brain too. The 
method also has been applied to real data. The results were consistent with standard sPCA 
method. The proposed method is useful for some applications which deal with variability
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Figure 4.5: Results for real data; (a) estimated P3a and P3b signais, top left and right 
using proposed method, bottom left and right using sPCA method and (b) estimated 
topographies of P3a and P3b signals, top left and right, using the proposed method, and 
estimated spatial information of P3a and P3b using sPCA method in the bottom  row.
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of ERP subcomponents such as mental fatigue measurement, Alzheimer disease, and drug 
infusion.
Chapter 5
A ka-SCA  based Tensor 
Factorization Approach for 
Under deter mined Blind  
Identification and Source 
Separation of Sources w ith Sparse 
Events
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 we proposed a tensor based BSS method to separate the independent sources 
from their linear mixtures with exact or overdetermined mixing scenarios. In this chapter 
we focus on underdetermind case and our main objective is to improve the existing tensor 
factorization based BSS methods in terms of maximum possible number of separable 
sources. The BSS is underdetermined (UBSS) if the number of sources is more than 
tha t of the sensors, i.e., Ns > Nx. In recent years a number of studies have been carried 
out to solve the UBSS problem to estimate A, S, or both. Sparsity of the sources is 
a general concept tha t has been used by many UBSS methods to estimate the sources
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or identify A. These methods assume tha t the sources are sparse or partially sparse in 
either time, time-frequency, or spatial time-frequency domains [114], [115], [116], [117]. As 
we mentioned before, most SC A based methods tha t tackle the underdetermined blind 
identification (UBI) problem use the information about the signal intervals which include 
only one dominant active source. These methods fail when there are not enough intervals 
including single dominant source to enable estimation of all columns of A  [38]. Some other 
SC A based methods are able to use the information about these intervals which include 
ka multiple active (e.g., 1 < ka < Nx) sources to estimate the columns of A  [39], [40], [41]. 
These methods are called k-SCA  methods [38] and under some mild conditions (i. having 
enough time samples to have enough planes/ subspaces to cover all columns of A  and ii. 
having ka < Nx — 1 [37]) are able to estimate A  and the sources using some clustering 
methods. From now on, we refer to them as ka-SCA methods. On the other hand, tensor 
factorization and especially INDSCAL and PARAFAC [75], [59], [68] have been used to 
tackle the UBI problem even when the sources are non-sparse or fully active (e.g., ka < Ns) 
[72]. Later, second and higher order statistics based methods have been developed to 
solve the UBI problem using joint/ simultaneous diagonalization of a series of symmetric 
square matrices such as second order blind identification of underdetermined mixtures 
(SOBIUM) [7] and fourth order cumulant based blind identification of under-determined 
mixtures (so-called FOOBI) [8]. The SOBIUM method deals with the covariance matrices 
of different segments and tries to convert the UBI problem to an INDSCAL problem [75] 
to be able to apply joint block diagonalization of some hermitian matrices often used in 
an exact-determined scenario.
In this chapter, unlike the SC A based methods, which rely on having sparse activity of 
different sources at each time sample, our focus is on the sources with sparse events. These 
sources include some sparse events and they are inactive/ silent within the time between 
sequential events (e.g. speech signals). A structured tensor model has been developed 
to tackle UBI of the sources with sparse events. On the other hand, when the sources 
do not have sparse envelopes, in order to solve the UBI problem, the tensor factorization 
based method SOBIUM is upper bounded in terms of maximum possible Ng. While in this 
work we propose a method to tackle both UBI and UBSS simultaneously for the sources 
with sparse events and we show tha t the upper bounds of maximum possible Ns  can be 
increased to even more than Ng =  Nx"  ^ by having at most Nx — 1 active/ dominant sources
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within each segment.
The results of applying the proposed method to UBI problem are compared with those of 
SOBIUM and also the accuracy of the separated sources are reported. The remainder of 
the chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.2 our model and its problem formulation 
is described. In Section 5.3 estimation of the model parameters is provided. In Section
5.4 the results of applying the method to simulated and real data are provided. Finally, 
Section 5.5 concludes the chapter.
5.2 M odel and problem formulation
In the existing tensor based UBI methods, the number of sources is limited by some upper 
bounds for having unique or essentially unique A. On the other hand, the ka-SCA based 
UBI methods under some mild conditions (i. having enough time samples which causes 
having enough hyperplanes to cover all columns of A  and ii. having ka < Nx/2  [39] or 
ka ^  Nx — 1 [41]) are able to estimate A. Their upper bounds for maximum possible 
Ns are dependent on the accuracy of their clustering methods. The approach proposed 
here relies on factorization of a structured tensor of measurement signals. This structure 
requires ka dominant active sources to be in different slabs of the tensor. Time-frequency 
transforms, such as the short-term Fourier transform (STFT), and wavelet, and spatial 
time frequency distribution (STFD) concepts are generally used to make the tensor data. 
However, similar to the concept proposed in Chapter 3 a simple temporal segmentation 
procedure has been used to produce the data tensor by dividing the signals X, S to Æ 
segments w ith/w ithout overlap and w ith/without equal segment sizes 1V&. Also, we assume 
tha t the active sources within are orthogonal. So, after temporal segmentation of X  
the main model changes to:
Xfc =  SfcA^-}-Vfc
(5.1)
s. t. Sj  ^ = D^; y  k = 1 , . . . ,  K
where X^ 6 E R^kxNg mixture and source signals and, based on
orthogonality assumption of all are semi-diagonal (some of its diagonal values are 
zero). For simplicity, we ignore the noise term and, also based on orthogonality of S ;^, 
we can decompose each into one column-wise orthonormal matrix and one diagonal
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matrix D^, which absorbs the norm of different sources a t each segment k.
On the other hand, the second order based UBI method, SOBIUM, deals with the covari­
ance matrices of as
R t  = X l X k  = A -D lA ^  (5.2)
where is the covariance m atrix of X^. The uniqueness and identifiability of this problem 
are related to the INDSCAL tensor model and its ability in estimation of more columns of 
the mixing m atrix A  is bounded by some upper bounds in terms of the number of sources. 
General uniqueness condition of above factorization can be introduced by recalling Kruskal 
uniqueness condition of PARAFAC factorization as in [72], [93], [27]. More specifically,
the uniqueness condition of the INDSCAL model, which is a symmetric PARAFAC model
with two identical factors, has been provided by the work proposed in [76]. Table 5.1 shows 
these bounds as the maximum possible Ns versus different number of sensors Nx for the 
SOBIUM and FOOBI methods [7], [8]. Technically, the SOBIUM stacks the vectorized 
version of Rfc in a m atrix such as C G and shows tha t
C =  (A © A )D ^  (5.3)
where D  6 stacks the diagonal vectors of all D^. On the other hand, C can be
decomposed by singular value decomposition (SVD) as:
C =  Ù S V ^  (5.4)
It can be shown tha t A  can be estimated through estimating (A O A) by
(A 0  A) =  Ù  ( s V ^ ( D ^ ) t )  =  Û F  (5.5)
Then, in order to estimate A  0  A  the full-rank unknown m atrix F  can be estimated by 
joint diagonalizaion of few square Ns x Ns matrices resulted by employing bilinear mapping 
concept. In this method there is no consideration about the fact tha t D  is nonnegative [7].
Also, not only there is a maximum upper bound for maximum possible Ns  (as in Table 
5.1), but also the maximum possible Ns for the SOBIUM method is limited to the rank 
of C which is at most Nx{Nx  + 1)/2 for real valued signals. Moreover, the performance of 
SOBIUM can be different by employing different joint diagonalization methods. So, solving
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Table 5.1: Upper bounds for maximum possible Ng versus Nx using SOBIUM and FOOBI 
methods [7], [8].
2 3 4 5 6 7
SOBIUM, (real) 2 4 6 10 15 20
SOBIUM, (complex) 2 4 9 14 21 30
FOOBI, (real) 2 4 8 13 20 29
FOOBI, (complex) 2 5 12 22 36 55
UBI by another approach which does not suffer from these drawbacks might result in a 
better performance. Clearly, the dimensionality of INDSCAL model is lower than th a t of 
the proposed orthogonal model and also has less parameters to model the data. However, 
by processing the mixture signals directly more information can be exploited and more 
accurate results can be estimated. Moreover, compared with SOBIUM method, in our 
orthogonal decomposition there is no need to have nonnegative diagonal elements (because 
we deal with rather than D |)  and nonnegativity can be an optional constraint which 
may be ignored due to its computational cost of involvement. However, when diagonal 
elements are nonnegative, the proposed orthogonal decomposition =  PfcDfc can also 
be equal to the polar decomposition of where is the orthonormal part and the 
diagonal/semi-diagonal is the positive-semidefinite (PSD) part of decomposition [89].
The main objective of our approach is the estimation of a common/fixed A  and imposing 
rank deficiency to matrices to have rank of ka where ka < Nx -  1 for all k (ka can 
vary between [1, — 1] and it can be different for different k). So, based on the above
decomposition model (5.1) can be represented by an orthogonal model as:
(5 .6)
where I^ Vg E is an identity matrix. So, different constraints on every param eter
of this model are considered, i.e., all P^ are column-wise orthonormal, all are rank 
deficient diagonal matrices, and all square sub-matrices of A  are full column rank and 
more importantly, A  is constant for all decompositions. All of these constraints can 
give essentially unique estimated parameters A, D i, ...Dk , and P i ,  . . . ,Pk - Actually the
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above formulation tries to model the data tensor which includes all X^. Clearly, it may 
be concluded tha t this model can not provide a unique decomposition of every segmented 
mixture Xfc. Therefore, the assumptions taken into account in our approach are:
• A l .  The number of sources Ng is known and the active columns of all Sfc are mutu­
ally uncorrelated. The sources however, can be temporally correlated (coloured) or 
uncorrelated (white).
• A2. At each segment, the number of dominant/active sources is ka < Nx — 1 and 
there are enough number of segments K  to guarantee tha t every source is active 
in some segments. This also implies the nonstationarity of the sources so that, the 
source profiles [88] change independently.
-  Remark  1: If there are enough number of segments which follow assumption 
A2, then, having some segments with Nx < ka < Ng does not affect the unique­
ness in estimation of A.
• A3. Every sub-matrix of the mixing m atrix which is built by Nx  columns of A  is 
full-rank. Under this condition, the Kruskal rank (also called k-rank) of this matrix 
is equal to Nx.
-  Remark  2: In blind identification scenario, if there are enough number of 
segments which follow assumption A2, this assumption can be relaxed to have 
full-column rank A.
• A4. The additive noise signals are temporally uncorrelated and also uncorrelated 
with the sources.
Next subsection provides the proof of uniqueness for the proposed model.
5.2.1 Uniqueness o f the proposed m odel
In this section, we first investigate the uniqueness of the second order model (5.2) and 
then we prove the uniqueness of the proposed model based on the essential uniqueness 
condition of the second order model. The second order model (5.2) can be rewritten as:
Rfc = X I (5.7)
i = l
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where and d^i are the ith  column of A  and ith  diagonal element of respectively. 
Accordingly, jth. column of for j  = 1,..., Nx can be shown as:
Ns
i= l
By stacking matrices along k in m atrix Y  G have:
Y  =  [Ri, ...,Rk]
The columns of Y  can also be shown as:
(5.8)
(5.9)
Y  = (5.10)
fc=i k=K
Using (5.8) above matrix can be decomposed into:
Y =  A K
k = l k = K
(5.11)
where a* and denote the transpose of the ith  row of A  and diagonal vector of D | 
respectively. Clearly, our covariance based problem is converted to a ka-SCk  [37], [38] 
problem as:
Y  =  AS (5.12)
where S = and it has Nx — 1 active ele-
fc=l k=K
ments in each column. Moreover, every Nx number of its columns as [a^ * d ^ , ..., a^^  * d^]
have repeated patterns (because of having repeated d^) of the active sources with differ­
ent weights depending on a* elements. It is proved tha t the above ka-SCA  problem has 
essentially unique solution for both A  and S under some mild conditions. A number of 
methods are proposed to solve the ka-SCA  problem [37], [38], [41]. The assumptions of 
the ka-SCA  method which are very similar to our assumptions are [37]:
• B l .  The mixing m atrix A  has the property tha t any square Nx x Nx submatrix of 
it is nonsingular;
• B2. Each column of the source matrix S has at most Nx — 1 nonzero elements;
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• B3.  The sources have sufficiently rich represention in the following sense: for any 
index set of Ng — Nx + l  elements I  — { « i , iNs-Nx+i} C { 1 , Ng} there exist at 
least Nx column vectors of m atrix S such tha t each of them has zero elements in 
places with indices in I  and each — 1 of them are linearly independent.
Clearly, assumption B l is equal to assumption A3 in our problem and also our A2 assump­
tion implies tha t B2  for the new ^a-SCA problem is met. Moreover, our A3 assumption 
and having repeated patterns in each set of [a^ * d ^ ,..., * d^] follows assumption BS.
So, using ka-SCA methods we can estimate A  and all a* * d ^ ji =  1,..., A^s and conse­
quently all D | uniquely up to some permutation and scaling ambiguities. An im portant 
fact about ka-SCA methods is tha t theoretically they are not upper bounded by any num­
ber of sources, because they use consecutive clusterings to estimate planes/subspaces and 
consequently the columns of mixing matrix A. This fact implies tha t the converted version 
of our second order tensor factorization problem (5.2) is not bounded by maximum num­
ber of the sources. Having unique A  and for the second order problem (5.2) implies
tha t every set of B and can also model as =  B E |B ^  and they are equal to:
B =  A 'SaU
(5.13)
E l  = U ^ D l E r l l
where II is a permutation matrix, Sq and Dc are diagonal matrices having the relation 
EaEaEc = = I . Above second order formulation for E | and D | can be rewritten
for their first order version i.e. E^ and Djt respectively as:
Ek = n^A fcD fcSc^n (5.14)
where A^ is a sign m atrix (a diagonal matrix with diagonal values as 1 or - 1  which helps 
to make nonnegative Sc, for all A: =  1,..., AT). Thus, assuming the E>k diagonal elements 
are non-negative we have (S^Sg)^ =  S^Sc^ =  I ns too.
So far, we showed tha t the second order version of our main model by assuming ka sparsity 
assumption has unique parameters. Now, we prove the uniqueness of our main orthogonal 
model (5.6) based on uniqueness of its second order representation.
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Suppose tha t two sets of orthogonal model parameters [A, D i , ..., D^, P i , ..., P^] and
[ B , E i , G i . . . , G / ^ ]  with P^Pfc =  G ^G ^ =  IjVg, k =  give the same esti­
mates for X i, ...,Xfc. Then, we have
Xfc =  PfcDfcA^ =  GfcEfcB^ (5.15)
for k = Due to having semi-diagonal and E^ with Nx — 1 active diagonal
elements the compact version of the above formulation can be written as:
X a: =  PfcDfcA^ =  GfcÉfcB^ (5.16)
where and Éfc are (Nx - 1 )  x {Nx — 1) matrices including Nx — 1 active elements of
and Efc respectively. Also, A ,P a;,B , and G^ include columns of A ,P a;,B , and Gfc which
are related to diagonal elements of and E^. Similarly, (5.14) can be rewritten for E^ 
as:
Éfc =  n ^ Â iD fc s |n  (5.17)
where H  is a permutation matrix. Sc and S„ are diagonal matrices, and A^ is a diagonal 
sign matrix.
After combining (5.16) and (5.17) we obtain
PkôkÂT = GkiP’AkDktlnûT'taA'^ 
=  G fc n ^ A is |s„ D fc A ^ ’
Since A  is full column rank, we find, upon post-multiplying both sides by (Dj^A^)^
Pfc — U/jII^AfcSf S q (5.19)
and finally
Gfc = P fc S -iS c ^ A fc n
, , /  (5.20)
Gk = P k A k U
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for k = 1,..., K ,  which demonstrates essential uniqueness of the current compact solution 
under the assumption tha t is non-singular. When Dfc is singular (for the cases with 
active elements less than Nx — 1), (5.20) still holds for the columns of Pfc corresponding to 
the non-zero diagonal elements of D^, and thus the essential uniqueness is again obtained. 
So, based on the uniqueness of the second order model and the relation between Pk  and 
Gfc shown by (5.20) we have:
B =  A S a B
= n ^ A k D t s |n  (5.21)
Gfe =
By the above equalities the uniqueness of our first order model can be concluded (Afc does 
not affect the uniqueness e.g., if diagonal elements are non-negative then, Ak  will be 
an identity matrix). Finally, the equalities on (5.20) can be expanded to
B =  A E aH
Ek = n ^ A k D k E j n  (5.22)
Gk = PfcAfcll
which implies the uniqueness of the proposed orthogonal model parameters (except for 
some columns of P^ which are related to their respective zero diagonal elements of D^).
Having unique estimations for the parameters of the proposed model solves the UBI prob­
lem to estimate A. It also solves the UBSS for estimation of using the information 
about all and P^. The next section introduces the estimation process to estimate all 
the parameters of the above tensor model.
5.3 Estim ation of the model parameters
In order to fit the model of mixtures, alternating Frobenius norm minimization is devel­
oped for estimation of the three sets of parameters separately. The following procedures 
introduce the minimization processes for estimation of A  and each set of (D%,..., D x )  and 
( P i , ..., P x )  parameters. Similar to the method proposed in Chapter 3, for estimation of
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Pfc we try  to minimize the local cost function as:
= trÇXkXl) +  ir({P*DfcA^)(PfcDfcA^)^) 
+ tr{-2PkBkA^Xl)
From Chapter 3, we have the estimation of P^ by:
(5.23)
p& =  V fcU j (5.24)
where Vfc and Ufc are the left and right singular vectors of Zfc =  respectively.
In this chapter in order to decrease the computational costs we try  to estimate A  and 
(D i, ...,Di<') using the second order information =  X jX ^ . In order to  estimate A, 
( D i , ..., D%) we recall the second order formulation for each segment, the estimation error, 
or cost function J ,  can be shown as:
K
J  =  5 3 l |R fc -A ^ O fc A ^ ||| (5.25)
k=l
where Ofc =  D |.
Here because of having underdetermined mixing model, our main objective is to  estimate 
the columns of A  separately. Alternatively, each covariance m atrix can be represented to:
Ra; =  + A<‘> o f  A(*)^; V » =  1,..., %  (5.26)
where and Ok^  are ith  column of A  and %th diagonal element of Ok respectively. Also, 
A(^) and are the results of omitting the ith  columns of A  and respectively. So, a 
local cost function for each k  can be defined to estimate the ith  diagonal element of each 
Ok as:
4(0fe) = \ \ R k -  -  A ( ')0 « a W ^ II I ;  V i =  1,..., %  (5.27)
Consequently, in order to estimate each a^; i =  1,..., AT^ , the overall cost function can be 
written as:
K
"/(a,) =  X  “  Ofc.aiaf -  (5.28)
fc=i
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Above cost function can be expanded using trace function to:
J (a i)  = 5 3 * r( (R s : -  Ok,aiaf -
k= i  (5.29)
( R , - o , , a , a f - A ( * ) o f A « T )
After some algebraic manipulation the cost function can be simplified to:
K
J{ai) = c+ t r { ^  {^IJnx -  2ofciRfc + 20 ^^ AWoJ.*^AW^^ a^af j  (5.30)
k = l
where c is a nonnegative scalar and independent of and Oki. Above cost function can 
be rewritten as:
K
J (a i)=  * r (y ;( (o |,  +  .^ ) / jv x -2 o fe R fc  +  2ofc,A®0<'>A<*>^)aiaf) (5.31)
fc=l '
Define a variable M j as
K  , .
= ^  i^iol +  j^ ) I n .  -  2oi,,Rk + 2t)t,A“>0'‘>A(‘)^ j  (5.32)
Thus, equation (5.31) can be rewritten as follows.
J(a i) =  tr (M ia ia f)  (5.33)
Regarding symmetricity of above equation can be rewritten as:
J{ai) = tr {a fM iai)  (5.34)
Finally, by assuming ||a i|| =  1, one possible solution to minimize trÇaf'M.iai) can be
obtained by setting
3-j — VeCLl^Uffiin) (5.35)
where Umin is an eigenvector of related to the minimum eigenvalue of M^. In order to 
estimate all columns of A  above process must be repeated for i = 1,..., Ns.
To estimate Ok we need to minimize the local cost function (5.27) for each k = 1,..., AT 
and each i =  l , . . . ,Ng  separately. The local cost function Jk{oki) by defining À  =  ci^af 
can be rewritten as:
J(0k,)  =  C k ,+  f r ( o |^ Â - 2 o t ,R f c Â  +  2 o f c , A » o f  A W ^ a )  (5.36)
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where is nonnegative and indepdent of o^ .^ Since the vectors are normalized, because 
they are eigenvectors of M j, we have tr{Â.) = 1, So, finally, the above equation can be 
rewritten as:
•fk{oki) = o\. +  hkiOki +  Cki (5.37)
where hki =  tr(—2R/jÂ+2A^*^oPa^*^^À). To minimize above cost function we can solve 
the VokiJk =  0. This gives us:
^ki
Tr = (5.38)
where r  is unconstrained estimation of Ok^ . The final estimation of nonnegative Ok^  can be 
shown as:
I e, i f  r < 0 
^ki =  \  (5.39)
[ r ,  i f  r > {)
Above estimation must be performed for all i = 1,..., Ng and all /c =  1,..., K.  Although 
in estimation of O ;^ diagonal elements using (5.39) the number of active elements -  1 
is not considered, generally, because of having fixed A  for all slabs the whole algorithm 
converges to its global minimum monotonically.
In order to speed up the convergence an alternative way for estimation of O k  which involves 
its rank deficiency with Nx — 1 active elements can be introduced by rewriting (5.2) as:
vec{Hk)  =  (A  0  A)oa; (5.40)
where Ok is the diagonal vector of O/j. Consequently, the nonnegative Ok can be estimated 
by minimizing the following local cost function for each k:
«/^(ok) =  ||l'ec(R;;) — (A ®  A)oA;|| 
s.t.  Oi > 0 for i = l,...,Ng
There are some standard solutions for the above problem such as NNLS or non-negative 
least squares [111]. In this solution there is no consideration about the number of active 
diagonal elements for O ;^. To have the maximum rank of A ^^-l we need to estimate sparse 
Ok with a known sparsity level. Generally, when the sparsity level of the signal is known 
greedy based optimization algorithms are the best (or at least one of the best) to apply. 
Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) is one of the most popular greedy algorithms for 
sparse estimation of Ok [118]. Since in the OMP the nonnegativity of Ok is not exploited, 
we slightly modified the original OMP algorithm by simply replacing the pseudo-inverse
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operator with NNLS process. So, the constrained rank deficient shown as Ofc can be 
estimated by
Ok = Diag(ok) (5.42)
where Ok is the result of applying nonnegative OMP algorithm shown in Algorithm 5.1.
A lgorithm  5.1: Nonnegative OMP 
Step 1: n =  0, y =  i;ec(RA;), $  =  A © A, s =  [ ]
Step 2: Find the index number of maximum element of |$^e | as m.
Update the selected active list s by s 4— [s m]
Step 3: Build $  by selecting columns of $  indexed in s. 
e =  y -  #NNLS($, y). 
n <— n + 1
Step 4: / / | |e | |  > e OR n < Nx — 1 goto Step 2 
Converged: Ok{s) =NNLS($,y)
Replacing for the estimated 0 ^  using (5.39) especially for the first few iterations, can 
be inefficient and may decrease the convergence speed. So, this constraint must be taken 
into account gradually. For this, one can magnify the constrained solution with respect 
to the iteration number (iter) by factor A =  A^ax(l -  Using small A the
algorithm converges to constrained O^, Xmax must be chosen less than one (e.g. 0.2). 
Using above A the estimated unconstrained Ok can be updated as:
Ok ^  XOk +  (1 — A)Oa; (5.43)
Finally, can be estimated as y/Ok.
5.3.1 An orthogonal model for underdetermined BSS
By estimating the model parameters, both blind identification (by estimation of A) and 
source separation (by estimation of all S^ as S^ =  PfcDfc) can be performed simultaneously. 
Alternating optimization is developed to minimize J(.) shown in Algorithm 5.1 and it 
is called underdetermined orthogonal model blind source separation (UOM-BSS). The 
alternating optimization is robust to noise and at the presence of noise the minimum 
value of J  is proportional to the noise variance. Therefore, in order to define a stopping 
criterion for the optimization we define a = . Similar to other iterative methods
the number of iterations to have convergence is dependent on the randomized initial values
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for all of the parameters. In order to speed up the algorithm we produce different random 
sets of parameters and apply Algorithm 5.2 for few iterations (e.g. 5 iterations). Then, the 
random set which has resulted in a lower J  will be selected and the optimization continues 
with the best selected initial values.
A lg o rith m  5.2: UOM Blind Source Separation 
S tep  1: Initialize all the model parameters randomly.
iter =  1; A =  0 
S tep  2: Estimation of using (5.24) for all /c =  1,..., K.
S tep  3: Using (5.35) estimate A  
iter = iter +  1;
S tep  4: Estimating all for all A; =  1,..., K  using (5.43).
S tep  5: Compute the a  and A.
S tep  6: l i  or > e goto S tep  2.
5.3.2 Robustness of the algorithm to outliers
Our assumptions may not be met when we deal with real signals. For example, the number 
of active sources in each segment cannot be controlled for speech signals and we may even 
have one or more segments tha t include all the sources. In these segments, there is no 
balance between the rank of P^D ^ and for each slab. If all the assumptions are 
met then, the rank of X)  ^ follows the rank of Djt which is equal to the number of active 
sources (because of having full rank orthonormal P^ and the assumption A3 for A) [72]. 
In this condition the mixing model of Xj  ^ =  P^jD^^A^ follows an exact-determined (or 
over-determined when the number of active diagonal elements of is less than Nx -  1) 
scenario. Meanwhile, if assumption A2 is not met i.e. when there are + 1  active sources 
within the segment X^, the mixing system will be underdetermined. For this slab, when 
the system is underdetermined, the algorithm tries to estimate the corresponding P^ and 
Dfc to minimize the error but there is no guarantee to achieve unique P^ and Da; (The 
estimated D/j might have less or more than Nx — 1 dominant diagonal elements). This 
non-uniqueness has a direct effect on separating the sources using all the estimated PfeD^ 
but practically has less effect on the accuracy of the estimated mixing channel A. From 
now on we call these segments, which include dominant sources more than the number 
of sensors, as outliers. On the other hand, another indeterminacy can be related to the 
Kruskal rank of the mixing m atrix A  so tha t in some cases this rank can be less than Nx. If 
the Kruskal rank of the mixing channel A  is less than Nx then, even when assumption A3
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is met, yet we may have rank deficiency problem regarding those active diagonal elements 
of Dfc which are related to the dependent columns of A. So, those segments in which the 
active sources are mixed through a singular sub-matrix of A  can also be considered as 
outliers. Actually, having a fixed A  for all slabs is crucial in order to  make the algorithm 
robust to the above indeterminacies. Specially, when there are enough number of segments 
tha t meet the assumptions, the algorithm can be more robust against the outliers. This 
fact is further explored by different experiments in the next section.
5.4 Experim ental results
To examin and show the effectiveness of the proposed method, it is applied to mixtures of 
both simulated and real data. W hat follows is the description of the simulated and real 
source mixtures and the results of applying the method to both datasets. The number of 
sources are chosen to be even higher than the upper bounds of the two well known SOBIUM 
[7] and FOOBI [8] methods shown in Table 5.1. For the first simulation with synthetic 
data, we considered Nx = 3, number of active sources at each segment 1 < ka < 2, and 
AT, > 4 .
Fifty segments, i.e. A" =  50, of uniformly distributed random signals with the same size of 
Nk = 300 (without overlap) are generated to assemble all S^. Based on assumptions A l  
and A2 each includes ka random signals (temporally uncorrelated and mutually uncor­
related sources). Following assumption A3, the mixing m atrix A  was generated randomly 
(subject to having full column rank A). The additive noise distribution is selected as zero 
mean Gaussian. The method was applied several times to different produced mixtures of 
synthetic sources at different SNR levels. Generally, the optimization process converged 
after around 100 iterations (for low SNR cases about 300 iterations) and the results for 
different experiments were consistent for the same SNRs. Figures 5.1 and 5.2 show the re­
sults of blind identification of A  for two different noisy cases of SNR= 10 dB and SNR= 20 
dB.
The results are compared with those of the SOBIUM method. We applied the FFDIAG [94] 
method in the diagonalization step of the SOBIUM algorithm. Clearly, the SOBIUM 
method has failed in separation of more than 4 sources. Regarding Table 5.1 and the 
upper bound for 3 sensors this failure is expectable. Surprisingly, for Ng = 4 which is
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Figure 5.1: Identification error for different number of sources (A^ =  3, SNR=20 dB).
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Figure 5.2: Identification error for different number of sources {N^ =  3, SNR=10 dB).
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Figure 5.3: Identification error for different number of sources (Nx = 4, SNR=20 dB).
equal to the upper bound, the UOM method has outperformed the SOBIUM and also 
for all Ng > 4 the accuracy of the results for the UOM has been maintained. Moreover, 
practically, it is not possible to estimate A  by the SOBIUM method for Ng > N^.  The 
UOM method has good estimations even for Ng > 9. Also, it can be seen tha t with 10 dB 
decrease in SNR, the estimated channels using UOM method are still acceptable. This 
shows tha t the optimization process is relatively robust to the changes in additive noise 
level. This experiment is also repeated for = 4 and the results at SNR=20 dB are 
shown in Figure 5.3. Again, the SOBIUM has failed to estimate mixing channel from 
mixture of more than 6 sources and even before the maximum upper bound Ng < 6 the 
UOM method outperformed the SOBIUM. In all above experiments the segments included 
ka < N x - 1  number of active sources. However, in typical applications this assumption 
cannot be exact and there are always segments which have more than N^ -  1 dominant 
sources. In the second experiment this issue has been investigated.
In order to have a more realistic simulation, only 40% of the segments were generated based 
on assumption A2 and the rest included between at least Nx and at most Ng dominant 
sources. Interestingly, the estimated A was still acceptable but obviously not all the
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Figure 5.4: Identification error for different number of sources (with outliers, Nx =  3, SNR=20 
dB).
estimated D^, and Pfc were correctly estimated. This experiment was repeated several 
times and the results were consistent for the same SNR. Figure 5.4 shows the results of 
this experiment for SNR=20 dB. Having good results for more typical conditions (with 
outliers) implies tha t the method should work for real signals too. In the next experiment 
the method was applied to linear mixtures of some real speech signals. The speech signals 
within reasonable segment size can be considered mutually uncorrelated. These signals 
are, however, temporally correlated; both of these conditions are met assumption A l .  
However, there is no control over the number of active sources at each segment S^. So, 
these conditions are similar to those in previous simulation with synthetic data. Therefore, 
applying the method to linear mixtures of speech signals must have consistent results 
with those of the latter simulation. Six recorded male/female speech signals (signals 
are sampled at 8000 Hz) are chosen as the sources and are combined to produce three 
linear mixture signals by applying a randomly generated mixing m atrix A. Based on 
assumption A l  the segment size was chosen as = 600. In order to increase the number 
of segments which meets assumption A2, the number of segments was chosen as K  = 40. 
Figure 5.5 shows the power levels of different speech sources at each segment k  and it is
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Figure 5.5: Envelopes of 6 speech signals (top) and the number of active sources at each segment 
(bottom).
measured tha t 19 segments out of all 40 segments almost met assumptions A l  and A2. 
Also, in another experiment the number of sources Ng was increased to 10 for speech 
signals and respectively, in order to guarantee assumption A2 the number of segments 
was considered as K  = 215. It was measured tha t only 70 segments out of 215 segments 
met the assumptions. So, these measurements show th a t blind identification of the speech 
mixtures can evaluate the robustness of the proposed method against the outliers.
Figure 5.6 compares the measured identification error for different number of speech 
sources (with 10 second length and K  =  300 when A =  0) using UOM with those of 
SOBIUM, Also, Figure 5.7 shows the average measured signal to interference ratio (SIR) 
of the separated sources (using and information) for different number of sources.
These experiments confirm tha t if there are enough number of segments which meet our 
assumptions at least the estimation of A  is always acceptable. However, the separated 
sources are not necessarily as accurate as the estimated mixing channels.
The recovered six sources are shown in Figure 5.8. Table 5.2 shows the SIR of the separated 
sources. Also, for separation of ten sources an identification error as small as error=-14.14
Table 5.2: SIR measures between original and separated speech signals (average SIR=15.06 
dB).
Source SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6
SIR (dB) 14.89 18.78 13.43 16.29 12.28 14.68
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Figure 5.6: Identification error for different number of speech sources (SNR = 20 dB).
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Figure 5.7: Measured SIR for different number of speech sources (SNR = 20 dB).
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Figure 5.8: Original and estimated sources (SNR = 20 dB, SIR = 15.064 dB, channel error =  
-17.53 dB).
Table 5.3: SIR measures between 10 original and separated speech signais (average 
SIR=7.66 dB).
Source SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SIO
SIR (dB) 9.79 6.21 11.47 4.38 7.79 7.09 7.94 6.90 6.37 8.63
dB was achieved. Table 5.3 shows the SIR of the separated sources, all of the separated 
sources are intelligible.
Regarding Table 5.1, the TF based FOOBI method, for > 6 is able to tackle the UBI 
problem when Ns > (for complex valued signals). However, using the /co-dominant 
concept our results demonstrate that the proposed method can separate as many as Ng > 
Nx^ sources for N x >  2 for real valued signals.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a method to solve the UBI problem has been developed. One structured 
orthogonal model has been defined for tensor data built by segmented mixture signals. 
In order to overcome the general limitations in terms of maximum number of separable
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sources, a constraint was applied to the segments of tensor data. In this work, In analogy 
to ka-SCA based methods, the number of dominant sources in each segment can reach to 
the number of sensors minus one, Nx — 1, and under some assumptions the estimation of 
model parameters (specially the mixing m atrix A) are unique. The nonnegativity of is 
not considered by SOBIUM approach. While, in our method this constraint is taken into 
account. Moreover, the performance of SOBIUM depends on the accuracy of the joint 
diagonalization process within its optimization process and different joint diagonalization 
methods, such as the methods with or without orthonormal diagonalizers, may result 
in different overall performance of the SOBIUM. Based on the experimental results, our 
method appears to be robust to additive noise and also outliers (having some segments 
which have even Ns active sources). In all the experiments, the proposed method has 
outperformed the SOBIUM. Moreover, this method is able to recover the sources for those 
segments tha t follows the assumptions. Finally, using this method the upper bounds of 
possible Ns achieved by well known TF based methods can be improved to Ns > N^  for 
any Nx > 2.
Chapter 6
Blind and Sem i-Blind Source 
Separation of Convolutive 
M ixtures using the First Order 
M odel
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter the main objective is to extend the instantaneous FO model to separate 
the sources from their convolutive mixtures. The problem of convolutive BSS (CBSS) 
has been under research over the past two decades. A number of papers and reviews on 
convolutive BSS as addressed in [119] have been published recently. In many practical 
situations the signals reach the sensors with different time delays. The corresponding 
delay between source j  and sensor in terms of number of samples, is directly propor­
tional to the sampling frequency and conversely to the speed of sound in the medium,
i.e. 6ij oc dij x fs/c,  where dij, fg, and c are respectively, the distance between source 
j  and sensor i, the sampling frequency, and the speed of sound. Generally speaking, 
blind separation of convolutive speech mixtures can be performed in either time-domain 
or frequency-domain. Generally, the time-domain methods try  to minimize some indepen­
dent criteria with respect to the coefficients of mixing channels at each time delay. These
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methods in high reverberant applications may result in slow convergence and heavy com­
putational burden [119]. On the other hand, the frequency-domain methods transfer the 
deconvolution problem into a set of instantaneous mixture separation problems. So, the 
use of general instantaneous mixture separation methods is possible. However, there are 
some disadvantages with frequency-domain methods. First, the Fourier transform used 
in frequency-domain methods leads to generate more Gaussian signals [120]. Therefore, 
many instantaneous ICA methods tha t require non-Gaussianity, are no longer valid. To 
solve this problem, tensor based methods have been proposed to exploit the nonstationar- 
ity of speech signals [121], [122], [123]. Second, the implemented separation procedures for 
different frequency bins may result in mismatched orders and scalings, so-called permu­
tation and scaling ambiguities, of the estimated sources or mixing matrices. The scaling 
ambiguity can be mitigated easier than the permutaion problem [124]. In most of the 
existing works, general information on both the mixing filters such as the continuity of 
frequency response and source signals and also the direction of arrival (DOA) have been 
used to align the permutations [119].
On the other hand, using time domain methods, independent component analysis of con­
volutive mixtures needs certain assumptions about the independent components such as 
approximate distributions and statistics. Moreover, the results of applying IGA to con­
volutive mixtures have the indeterminacy of estimated independent components up to 
permutation and arbitrary filtering [125], [126]. In addition, nonstationarity of signals 
also can be exploited within the separation process. Temporally correlated sources such 
as speech signals can also be separated using second-order statistics if the source signals 
have unique temporal structures with distinct autocorrelation functions [127]. Algorithms 
tha t employ this criterion impose spatial decorrelation between the different outputs of 
the separation system through simultaneous diagonalization of output correlation matrices 
over multiple time-lags. In this general class of methods, the measured mixtures is divided 
into blocks corresponding to different amplitude modulations of the underlying source sig­
nals. A multichannel correlation m atrix is then computed for each block, which is different 
from block to block due to the nonstationarity of the underlying sources. Source separation 
is then achieved by simultaneous diagonalization of these correlation matrices [127].
Some other CBSS algorithms attem pt to temporally whiten the estimated signals. These 
types of methods are called multichannel blind deconvolution (MBD) methods. Conse-
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quently, if the original sources are not white, their time structures may be lost and this will 
cause distortion in the recovered signals. The distortions can be avoided by forcing some 
constraints [128] or using additional information from temporal structure of the sources to 
preserve their temporal information. The method proposed in [129], so called MBD-MFD, 
after applying MBD in its first stage, tries to recover the temporal information of the 
sources using minimal filter distortion (MFD) concept. Here, similar to previous chapters, 
we deal with first order model rather than using the second order model for separation of 
the sources.
6.2 Frequency-domain convolutive blind source separation
A general m atrix formulation of the CBSS for mixing and separating the source signals 
can be given respectively as:
Ns M-1
= -  ^ijr) +  ^i(4 , for 2 =  1, -  . , (6.1)
j = l  T = 0
where M  denotes the number of paths, aijr, as elements of mixing matrices A r, and 
Sijr are the attenuation and delay factor from source j  to sensor i through the r th  path 
respectively, and Vi{t) is the accumulated noise at sensor i. Then, ignoring the noise term, 
the unmixing process is given as:
Nx  M - 1
3/i(4 = -  V ) ’ for Î =  1, •. • , ATs (6.2)
j = l  T = 0
where W j i r  are the elements of unmixing matrices W y .  Obviously, for a known number 
of sources an accurate result may be expected if the number of paths is known. Gen­
erally, the aim of BSS method is to estimate an unmixing matrices such th a t Y  
best approximates the independent sources S, where Y  and X  are respectively the ma­
trices with columns y{t) = [yi(t),y2(t),‘ " y N s { t ) f  and x(t) =  [xi{t),X2 {t), • • • X N x ( t ) f  ■ 
Due to the propagation delays involved in the convolutive mixtures, the developed algo­
rithms for instantaneous BSS cannot be used directly for their separation. There is an 
approach to solve the problem as the signals are transformed into frequency domain as 
a(t) 0 s ( t )  i  A{lj) * S{u>) , where 0  denotes convolution operator, and instantaneous BSS
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applied to each frequency bin mixed signal. In the instantaneous separation of frequency 
domain mixtures the separation is subject to permutation and scaling ambiguities in the 
output independent components. The separated signals at different frequency bins are 
then combined and transformed to time domain to reconstruct the estimated sources. 
The STFT is often used for this purpose i.e. a(t) 0  s(t) A{t,oj) * S{t,Lj). Recently 
some other methods have been proposed for frequency domain source separation without 
estimating the unmixing matrix. These methods estimate the mixing m atrix directly by 
fitting the data to a PARAFAC model. There have been some attem pts in application of 
PARAFAC in separation of frequency domain convolutive mixtures [84], [85], [86]. In [84] 
and [86] a two-step frequency domain BSS algorithm with unknown channel order us­
ing PARAFAC for separation of convolutive speech mixtures has been developed. The 
method is subject to permutation of the bin frequencies. Therefore, it has been supported 
by an integer-least-squares based method to solve the permutation problem. To build up 
the multi-way PARAFAC model the whole data block is divided into P  subblocks, with 
each sub-block corresponding to a time interval over which the source signals are assumed 
stationary, the measured snapshots within any pth  sub-block correspond to the following 
autocorrelation matrix:
R ^ (/, tp) =  A ( / ) R ,( / ,  ip) A « { /)  +  R p (/, ip) (6.3)
Ignoring the noise term  the above equation can be given as:
R x (/, ip) =  A ( / ) R ,( / ,  ip )A ^ (f)  (6.4)
where in the presence of independent sources Rs{f , tp)  can be considered diagonal [86]. 
So, the PARAFAC tensor model can be used to decompose the R x (/, tp).
In [84] PARAFAC fitting at each frequency was based on implementation of trilinear al­
ternating least squares (TABS) technique [130], which is used to estimate the matrices 
A (/) ,  up to a frequency-dependent permutation and scaling ambiguities. One straightfor­
ward approach, as attem pted in the ICA context [131], is by measuring the similarity in 
the spectrums in different frequency bins. The method was applied to when two sources 
were mixed at four microphones located in distances from the sources. The results have 
been compared with those of P arra’s frequency domain convolutive BSS method [121] and
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shown tha t PARAFAC outperforms Parra’s considerably.
In [85] underdetermined separation system using PARAFAC has been examined. In this 
work it has been assumed tha t the sources are non-stationary and sparsely distributed in 
the time-frequency plane. The mixture model is convolutive, i.e. acoustic setups such as 
the cocktail party problem are contained. In this study the limits of identifiability in the 
framework of the PARAFAC model are determined. Similar to the SOBIUM method, a 
method is proposed to  estimate A ( /)  and also Rs(f , tp ) .  Finally, maximum a posteri­
ori (MAP) scheme is employed to estimate the sources. In an experiment three speech 
sources and two microphones have been considered. The results for the cases of different 
sex subjects have been shown to be better than those of known underdetermined BSS 
systems. In [86] the solutions to scaling and permutation ambiguities and consequently 
the identifiability of the PARAFAC system have been discussed. So, in most of PARAFAC 
based methods the autocorrelation matrices of the sub-blocks are taken into account for 
further processing. Although this makes the process easy but it requires the data  to be 
stationary (within sub-blocks) and suffers the problem of replacing sample autocorrelation 
estimates for the statistical autocorrelation R x ( f ,  tp). Moreover these methods rely on di- 
agonality of Rs( f , tp )  which implies uncorrelatedness of the sources. In analogy to the 
FOBSS for instantaneous scenario, we developed a new method in which the separation is 
performed directly without using the autocorrelation of each block of the signals. At this 
method instead of having a small square m atrix on each sub block there is a rectangular 
measurement m atrix X ( f , tp )  as:
X ( / , y  =  A ( /)S ( /,f^ )  (6.5)
To build up the tensor model the entire data block is divided into T  hyper-blocks and each 
hyper-block is further divided into P  subblocks, each corresponding to a time interval over 
which the source signals can be assumed stationary, the measured snapshots within any 
pth  sub-block can be fitted in
X (/) tp, tt) = A ( /)S ( / ,  tp, tf) -f E ( / ,  tp, tt) (6.6)
Then, a complex PARAFAC2 based method can be applied to the tensor, with X ( /,  tp, tt) 
slabs, for each frequency bin, for more details refer to [132].
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6.3 A tim e-dom ain TF approach for convolutive blind source 
separation
In this section in order to skip the frequency domain problems, we have developed a time- 
domain CBSS approach. Unlike MBD-MFD method, we do not apply blind deconvolution. 
Therefore, we do not need any post processing algorithm to recover the sources and similar 
to all other BSS methods we assume tha t the sources are independent or more specifically 
the covariance m atrix of the source signals and all their reasonable size segments are 
diagonal.
Similar to previous chapters, the approach proposed here relies on orthogonality of the 
sources in different time segments. Accordingly, a simple temporal segmentation procedure 
has been developed to divide the signals X  and S to AT segments without overlap and with 
segment sizes as N^. So, after temporal segmentation of X  the main model (6.1) (ignoring 
the noise part and using m atrix notations) can be changed to:
M - 1
^  ] “ rSfcA.,. ; V A: =  1 , . . . ,  AT (6.7)
r=0
where Hr =  [OM-rjIiVfe,Or] denotes a shift m atrix which represents a shift operator for 
S/j and is a zero matrix [133]. Regarding (6.7) and after substituting with
its orthogonal model (P^^D^) the final convolutive model of the mixture signals X^ can
be shown as:
M - 1
Xa,=  s.t. =  1% (6.8)
r=Q
Define the overall cost function J  for our optimization problem as:
K  M - 1
J(Pfc,Dk, A ,)  =  ^ | | X t -  E E .P .D f c A j ’ll^; s. t. P ^ P *  =  (6.9)
k=l T = 0
Two sets of parameters ( P i ,  ...,Pj{^) and ( D i , ..., D/<-) vary for different k. However, 
(Aq, A i , ..., A jv /-i)  are fixed for all k. In order to approach a unique solution (subject 
to estimation of the filtered version of sources and permutation ambiguities) to the above 
problem one extra constraint is imposed on those parameters which are not fixed for all
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the segments. Orthogonality of the source’s profiles is a constraint tha t is imposed on T>k 
along the segments. Practically, this constraint means tha t the activities of the sources are 
relatively sparse along the segments rather than being sparse for each time sample. In this 
model no constraint is imposed on the mixing channels A t . However, having fixed A?- for 
all the segments can be considered as a weak constraint on A t . Moreover, we show tha t 
in presence of some geometrical constraints on A t the separation performance can be fur­
ther improved. In order to fit the model of mixtures (6.8), an alternating optimization, is 
developed for estimation of the three sets of parameters (Aq, A%,..., A m -i), (P i, •••, F r ), 
and (D i,...,D ;^ ) separately. The next section introduces procedures to estimate all the 
parameters of the above optimization problem.
6.3.1 Estim ation o f the m odel param eters
The parameters in (6.9) can be estimated using three alternating minimizations for estima­
tion of the three sets of existing parameters separately. The following procedures introduce 
the minimizing processes for estimation of (Aq, ..., A^) and each set of (Di, ...,Bk ) and 
(P i,..., Fk ) parameters.
6.3.2 Estim ation of P^
In this section it is assumed tha t A?- and are known for all k  and r  and estimation of 
all Pfc is required. Based on the model in (6.8) it is necessary to find orthonormal Pfc to 
fit the model at each segment k. This problem can be solved for each k separately. So, 
after defining a new variable =  D ^A ^ a local minimization problem for each k  can be 
defined as:
M - 1
JkiPk)  =  llXfc -  E  SrPfcG^II ;^ s. i. (6.10)
r=0
One standard iterative solution for the unconstrained version of (6.10) is proposed in [134]. 
Using this iterative concept the solution of constrained problem can be given as:
Q  +  F  f  E  f x .  -  E  G f )
V  i=0 V  T = 0  /  /  ( 6 . 11 )
P t  ^  u v ^
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where U  and V  include orthonormal left and right singular vectors of Q using singular 
value decomposition as Q =  U S V ^  and p < l l^ r lp )  • In above formulation
Q is the solution to the unconstrained version of (6.10) and it is computed iteratively by 
minimizing the gradient. However, updating as P/j <— U V ^ imposes the orthogonality 
constraint. There is another standard iterative solution for the above constrained problem 
using iterative majorization concept which is computationally heavier than the gradient 
based method [135], [136], [137].
6.3.3 Estim ation of
Estimating as part of the main model can be performed for each k separately. The
unconstrained estimation of diagonal elements of stacked in vector can be
shown by:
/ M - 1  \  t
mfc =  ( ^  AT-OHT-PfcJ uec(Xfc) (6.12)
Moreover, in order to have more robust estimations an orthogonality constraint is imposed 
between vectors including the diagonal elements of all Dfc. Figure 6.4 shows typical profiles 
(absolute value of diagonal elements of D^s) of sound signals. Actually, the orthogonality 
is applied to the activity of the sources along the time segments called their profiles. For 
this, the transposed version of for all k = 1,..., K  must be stacked in m atrix 
and then each row of the orthogonalized version of C will be the final estimation of diagonal 
elements of as:
Dfc =  D iag{m^RE~^ 'R^)  (6.13)
where Diagiyf) makes a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements equal to  x  elements and R  
and the diagonal S  include the right singular vectors and singular values of C respectively.
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6.3.4 Estim ation of
Assume and for A: =  1 , . . . ,  A” are known. Then, to estimate A.,, the sum in (6.8) 
can be converted to m atrix multiplication as follows:
X f c  =  [ S o P f c D f c j H i P f c D f c ,  • • • j S j v f - i P f c D f c ]
A?
AT
^M-1
(6.14)
After defining new variables and B as:
Zfc =  [SoPfcDfc, SiPfcDfc, " , SM-iPfcDfc]
AT (6.15)
A m -1
every can be modelled as X^ =  Z^B.
By stacking X i , . . . ,  X x  and Z i , . . . ,  Z x  in two new matrices we have a linear equation 
as:
^ X i \  /  Z i \
B (6.16)
\ X k  /  \ 2 k  J
Finally, the hyper mixing m atrix for different lags, B, can be estimated as follows:
/  7.. f  X^ ^
B =
Zi
Z2
1^ 
X 2
(6.17)
\ Z x  J \ ^ K  J
After rearranging B, estimation of A.,, for each r  will be available.
By estimating the model parameters, both blind identification (by estimation of A r )  and 
source separation (by estimation of all as =  P^D ^) can be performed simultaneously. 
Alternating optimization is used to minimize J (.)  which has monotonical convergence 
property. The alternating optimization is robust to noise and at the presence of noise the
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minimum value of J  is proportional to the noise variance. Therefore, in order to define a 
stopping criterion for the optimization we define a  =  The final algorithm for
alternating minimization process for estimation of all the parameters is shown in Algorithm 
6.1. In the next section this algorithm is applied for separation of heart and lung
A lg o rith m  6.1: CBSS parameter estimation using alternating minimization 
h!
S te p l  : Initialize all of the model parameters randomly.
S tep2  : Estimate using (6.11) for all k = 1, . .. ,K.
S tep3  : Estimate A^ using (6.17).
S tep 4  : Estimate using (6.12) and (6.13).
S tep5  : Check the convergence rate if cr >  e, go to  Step2 till convergence
sound signals. These signals can be considered mutually orthogonal for certain segment 
sizes. Moreover, their profiles are normally independent of each other which provides 
orthogonality of profile signals as the second requirement for the proposed method.
6.3.5 Sim ulation results
In this section the proposed method is evaluated for separation of nonstationary heart and 
lung sound signals from their convolutive mixtures. Auscultation of heart and lung sounds 
involves complicated variation of mixing medium with time which makes a nonlinear or 
nonstationary convolutive mixing of the two sounds recorded by each stethoscope. Cardiac 
pulsation and blood flow in the body are the major sources of a class of physiological arti­
facts in most of biomedical recordings. These artifacts are related to the heart activity and 
depending on the acquisition technology interfere with the underlying signals in different 
forms. Heart sounds are caused by flow of blood into and out of heart through valves and 
also heart tissue movements [138]. Removing heart sound signals from respiratory signals 
has been studied in many research works so far. The easiest way to cancel the heart sound 
is to highpass filter the respiratory signals. However, due to temporal, spatial, and spectral 
overlaps of the heart and lung sounds, part of the useful signal information may be lost. 
Different methods based on adaptive filtering [139], [140], Wavelet denoising [141], [142], 
time-frequency filtering [143], [144], and modulation filtering [143] have been proposed 
to overcome this problem. In [145] and [144] blind source separation methods have been 
used to separate heart and lung sounds from multi-channel recordings. Due to the complex 
nature of the mixing system, common BSS methods, however, do not result in accurate
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separation of the sounds. Therefore, the proposed experiment here is meant for separation 
of convolutive nonstationary mixtures of heart and lung sounds blindly. The sound signals 
are chosen from sample signals provided in [146] to be mixed convolutively. Signals are 
sampled at 8000 Hz. In order to simulate the geometrical positions of the stethoscopes on 
chest the maximum number of lags to build up their convolutive mixtures is selected as 30 
(M  =  30) and the mixing matrices for different lags are randomly generated. To build up 
the segmented data from the mixtures the data has been segmented in time with segment 
size of Nk = 300 samples without overlap. All parameters of the model were randomly 
initialized and the algorithm converged after 50 iterations. Due to blind processing of the 
data, the estimated mixing channels are not necessarily similar to the original ones. While, 
the estimated profiles are very close to the original ones (because of the fact tha t fil­
tering the data with a random vector does not have stong effect on power of the signal). 
The original and estimated profiles for different sources are shown in Figure 6.4. It can 
be seen tha t the estimated profiles have closely followed the original ones. Respectively, 
the source separation performance was good. Also, we applied the MBD-MFD method 
and time-frequency P arra’s method to compare our results with. Generally, the results for 
P arra’s method were not as good as the two other methods. This may be due to common 
problems of frequency domain BSS methods. On the other hand, although MBD-MFD 
method tries to compensate the blind deconvolution effects (estimating the separation fil­
ters to compensate the deconvolution effect), the results show tha t the proposed method 
has outperformed MBD-MFD method as well. The superiority of the proposed method is 
due to the fact tha t the signals were not transferred to any other domain, e.g. frequency, 
and also the assumptions made for the algorithm were consistent with the heart and lung 
signals.
The separated sources can be estimated by stacking =  PfcDfc matrices. Because of 
blindly estimation of the channels there are different scaling ambiguities for different 
lags and this causes the separated sources to be the filtered versions of the original sources. 
Figure 6.2 shows the normalized original signals, the normalized separated signals using 
both the MBD-MFD method and our proposed method and the mixture signals. Because 
of having filtered version of the signals measuring the SIR has been done by using BSS 
EVAL toolbox [147]. Different combinations of the available heart and lung sounds in [146] 
are chosen and mixed with random finite impulse response (FIR) filters convolutively.
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Sound profiles for original and separated sources
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Figure 6.1: Original and separated profiles (Dfc) of the source signals; top, heart sound, bottom, 
lund sound.
Table 6 .1 : Measured SIR levels between original and separated signals using both methods.
"^SIRCdB) 
BSS Methoo\^
Separated heart Separated lung
Proposed 30.89 21.77
MBD-MFD 21.26 14.81
Parra’s 12.091 9.32
Table 6.1 shows the average measured SIR levels for the three methods over 10 experiments. 
Since the heart sound is more sparse in time domain, all the methods have shown better 
results for separation of heart sound and the proposed method has shown much better 
performance compared with the other methods (by at least 7 dB increase in SIR). The 
proposed method can also be applied to the convolutive mixtures of other nonstationary 
signals with sparse events such as speech signals. The proposed method, unlike well known 
methods which generally estimate demixing system (inverse of mixing matrices), estimates 
mixing matrices directly. Therefore, it does not suffer from channel inversion problems and 
prior information about the mixing channels can be exploited to improve the separation 
performance. In next section we use the proposed method for blind separation of speech 
signals. In addition, we show tha t how iterative majorization concept can be used to 
incorporate the geometrical information to improve the process of estimating the mixing 
matrices for different time lags.
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Figure 6.2: Original signals on top, convolutive mixtures in the middle, and separated sources for 
both methods at the bottom two rows.
6.4 Semi-blind tim e-dom ain approach
As mentioned earlier, by using time domain CBSS approaches the estimated sources are 
normally colored (filtered) version of the original sources and respectively the estimated 
mixing channels (for different lags) are not sometimes physically meaningful for typical 
applications like separation of speech signals recorded in a room by solving the so called 
cocktail party problem. On the other hand, there are some multi modal research works 
which deal with CBSS problem in frequency domain and take the geometrical information 
of the speakers and microphones (provided by 3-D video based tracker) into account to 
improve the performance of separation process [148], [149], [150].
In this part of our work in order to improve the quality of separated sources and having 
faster convergence the geometrical information has been incorporated with a m ajorization 
based method to estimate the mixing channels for different lags. When some geometrical 
data are available then, it can be assumed tha t mixing gains are partially known (at 
least the gains for the direct paths between speakers and microphones). So, a semi-blind 
process can benefit from the existing geometrical information. Next subsections show how 
majorization concept can be used to develop an iterative method which takes the existing 
information of channels into account to set a semi-blind process for estimation of B  and 
consequently A?-.
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6.4.1 M ajorization
The problem of minimizing of non-quadratic cost functions can be tackled using iterative 
majorization [151]. Assume a non-quadratic cost function cr(X) of an unknown m atrix X. 
By using majorization approach, in order to minimize a  with respect to X , instead of min­
imizing cr(X) we try  to minimize a convex majorizing function h(X, Y ) (Y  is considered 
as previous estimation of X  in an iterative process) with known global solution satisfying:
• h { X , Y )  > a{X)  VX.
. h { Y , Y )  = a{Y )
W ithin an iterative scenario, the optimization process to  estimate X  can be presented as 
follows.
X(''+i) =  argmin f t ( X , xW)  (6.18)
X
Figure 6.3 shows 3 iterations of applying majorization of <j(X) by majorizing function 
/i(X ,x W ) [151], [152].
Figure 6.3: Iterative majorization minimization of cr(X) using the majorizing function 
A(X,XW ).
Finding proper majorizing function /i(X, X^^)) is an im portant step within iterative ma- 
jorization methodology. For some standard problems to minimize the m atrix trace func­
tion, the convex majorizing functions are proposed to introduce monotonically converging 
optimization by Kiers [136]. Kiers introduced a method to minimize a general function of
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an n X p  m atrix H  as follows [136]:
M - 1
J (H ) =  /3 +  ( r w n  +  ^  fr (e.i9)
r=0
where W  is a fixed p x  n  matrix, a fixed n x  n  matrix, a fixed p  x  p  matrix, for 
r  =  0 , . . . ,  M  — 1, n  an unknown n x p  matrix, and (3 a constant th a t does not depend on 
n .  The iterative majorization based update of I I  for minimizing J ( I I )  is given as [135]:
n ^ n -
/  M - 1  \  - ^  /  M - 1  M - 1  \  (6.20)
\  T = 0  /  \  T = 0  T = 0  /
where ar  is a scalar equal or greater than the product of the largest singular values of 
and ^ r -  When there is an orthonormality constraint on I I  the solution is simpler and it 
can be achieved by estimating F  using:
/  M - 1  M - 1  \
F  =  w  +  ^  +  Y .  -  2 a r n ^  (6 .2 1 )
\  r=0 r=0 /
and then finding nearest orthonormal m atrix to F  as the estimation of II. If by singular
value decomposition of F, we have F  =  P D Q ^  then, the estimation of I I  in (6.20) will
change to [135]:
n  f -  Q P ^  (6.22)
In the next subsection we use the iterative majorization concept to estimate A.,, in a 
semi-blind scenario.
6.4.2 Semi-blind geom etrically constrained estim ation o f A.,.
In the presence of geometrical information B, equation (6.16) as X  =  ZB can be converted 
to a balanced minimization problem using a Lagrangian penalty term A as:
J (B ) =  (1  -  A)||X -  Z B |||, +  A||ZB -  Z B ||^  (6.23)
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where B includes the existing geometrical information. Using trace function the mini­
mization problem changes to:
2
J (B ) = 13-  2 frW B  +  t r  ($ „ ,B ^ B ) (6.24)
m=l
where W  =  ((1 -  X fX '^ Z  -b A^B^Z^Z), =  (1 -  A)2Z^Z,#2 =  A^Z^Z, and (3 =
11(1—A )X |||,-f ||A ZB|||, is a constant tha t does not depend on B. The majorization concept 
can be employed to minimize (6.24). This can be approached by means of majorizing this 
function by one having a simple quadratic shape whose minimum is easily found. Moreover, 
it is shown tha t the majorization based process further minimizes the main function and 
makes the algorithm to monotonically converge iteratively [136]. The update of B  for 
minimizing J(B ) is given as [136]:
(6.25)
\m = l  J  \m=l /
where am is a scalar equal or greater than the largest singular value of [136]. For first 
iteration of the whole optimization {iter= l) the penalty term  A must be chosen close to 
1.0 as Ao and gradually decreased during the iterations (e.g. A =
In the next section this algorithm is applied to some nonstationary signals such as speech. 
These signals can be considered mutually orthogonal for certain size segments. Moreover, 
their profiles are normally independent of each other which provides orthogonality of profile 
signals as the second requirement for the proposed method.
6.4.3 Sem i-blind CBSS sim ulation results
In this section the proposed method is evaluated for separation of speech sources from 
their convolutive mixtures in a simulated room with dimensions (2, 2, 2). Three speech 
signals (from one female and two males) are chosen and mixed convolutively. The coor­
dinates of microphones m l, m2, m3 are respectively (0, 0, 0), (0, .50 ,0), (0, .50, .50), 
and the coordinates of sources s i, s2, s3 are ( .47, .01, .01), (.47, .49, .01), (.47, .49, .49), 
respectively. Reflection coefficient of walls are chosen as [0.9 0.9 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.6]. The 
audio signals are sampled at 8 kHz. The received signals from the microphone array are 
computed using RoomSim software [153]. The maximum length for impulse responses was
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140 taps. The data were segmented along time with segment size of = 300 without 
overlap and maximum number of lags to build up the tensor model is selected as 140 
(M  =  140). The initial values for mixing gains A r  are considered as zero except for Tij as 
O'ij oc ^  for i, j  =  l , . . . ,N s  which can be computed using Roomsim (when all reflection co­
efficients of walls are considered as zero). All other parameters of the model are randomly 
initialized. A is initialized to 0.7 and it is gradually decreased during the iterations by 
A =  The error decreased monotonically and the optimization converged after
94 iterations. The original and estimated profiles for different sources are shown in Figure 
6.4. It can be seen tha t the estimated profiles have closely followed the original ones. 
Also, a completely blind version of the above algorithm is applied to the same convolutive
Speech profiles for original and estimated sources
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Figure 6.4: Original and separated profiles (D^) of the source signals.
mixture signals to compare the results. Comparing with the completely blind algorithm, 
the estimated mixing channels (impulse responses between speakers and microphones) are 
more correlated with the actual ones. Figure 6.5 shows the actual (in simulated room), 
shortest path, blindly estimated, and semi-blindly estimated impulse responses between 
the third source (s3) and second microphone (m2). The separated sources can be estimated 
by stacking matrices. Because of blind estimation of channels A r  (except for
points available from the geometrical information) there are different scaling ambiguities
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Actual Impulse response Shortest path Impulse response
a!
Time lags Time lags
Seml-blind estimation of Impulse response
I
Time lags
Blind estimation of Impulse response
Time lags
Figure 6.5: Simulated impulse responses on top left, shortest path on top right, semi- 
blindly estimated on bottom left, and on bottom right blindly estimated impulse response 
between s3 and m2.
for different lags and this causes the separated sources to be the filtered versions of the 
original sources. Table 6.2 shows the average measured SIR levels for both blind and semi­
blind methods. Figure 6 .6  shows the normalized original signals, the normalized separated 
signals using the completely blind method, and our proposed semi-blind method, and the 
mixture signals.
Table 6.2: Measured SIR levels between original and separated signals using the both 
blind and semi-blind methods.
SIR (dB)
Method
Separated 1 Separated 1 Separated 3
Semi-Blind 15.89 16.20 18.77
Blind 14.53 1 2 .2 2 13.73
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Figure 6.6: Original signals on top, convolutive mixtures in the middle, and separated 
sources for both methods at the bottom  two rows.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, based on proposed first order orthogonal model we proposed CBSS meth­
ods for both frequency and time domains. For frequency-domain we developed a complex 
PARAFAC2 based method for separation of spectrum of segmented mixture signals. On 
the other hand, we developed a time domain CBSS with a computationally efficient gra­
dient based approach to estimate the orthogonal part of the model (P^). We used an 
alternating procedure to estimate the parameters of convolutive model. The separated 
source signals by this method are filtered versions of the original sources. Our results 
show the high performance of the method compared to multichannel blind deconvolution 
based method (MBD-MFD) and also time-frequency based (Parra’s) CBSS methods in 
achieving higher SIR levels for the separated heart and lung sounds. Moreover, in order 
to improve the performance of separated sources, the majorization concept is employed to 
impose the existing geometrical information and develop a semi-blind time-domain CBSS. 
Although, the estimated channels by the proposed method are not unique but compared 
to the blind CBSS algorithm they are more correlated to the actual channels. To evaluate
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the performance of the system the mixing channels of a simulated room are used to mix 
the speech signals. The results show the high performance of the method compared with 
those of completely blind CBSS, using (6.25) rather than (6.17) to estimate the channels, 
to achieve higher separation performance.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future 
Researches
7.1 Summary and conclusion
In this study a number of novel TF  based methods to improve the existing BSS techniques 
have been presented. These approaches open new front in solving many problems such as 
exploiting nonstationarity of the sources, separation of correlated sources, the bound on 
the number of sources in underdetermined blind identification, and block sparsity of the 
sources in time domain convolutive BSS. These can be summarised as follows:
#
Proposing a novel orthogonal first order tensor model, as a constrained version of 
PARAFAC2, and developing the FOBSS method for simultaneous blind identifica­
tion and source separation of the nonstationary sources from their instantaneous 
mixtures. It is shown tha t the FOBSS outperforms the general ICA/BSS methods 
in separation of moderately correlated sources.
Developing a novel BSS method for separation of mutually correlated sources, in par­
ticular for ERP signals, which can be considered as a generalization of PARAFAC2 
tensor model to exploit the correlations between the sources within the structure of 
the tensor. This method outperforms traditional BSS methods in separation and 
localization of P300 subcomponent signals.
Novel tensor based ka-SCA underdetermined blind identification and source separa­
tion methods which exploit the block sparsity of the signals during the separation
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process. These methods overcome the general limitations, defined in TF  context, in 
terms of maximum number of separable sources.
• New tensor based convolutive blind and semi-blind methods for separation of non­
stationary sources with sparse events. Unlike the traditional CBSS methods, which 
estimate the de-mixing system, the proposed methods estimate the mixing chan­
nels and sources simultaneously. These methods follow the orthogonal model of the 
sources and benefit from block sparsity of the sources by imposing proper constraints 
for factorization of the tensor.
The first contribution has shed light on how to benefit from the PARAFAC2 tensor model 
to develop a BSS method in which the process is performed using the mixture signals 
directly rather than through their second or higher order statistics. This tensor model is 
called FO model. Compared with the traditional second order based BSS methods this 
method can tolerate moderate correlation of the sources.
The second contribution illustrates how a tensor model can exploit and model the strong 
correlatedness of the P300 subcomponent sources. For this, a new extended PARAFAC2 
based tensor model is defined. The factorization process of this model is called BSCS. The 
proposed method is robust for temporal and spatial correlations between the ERP sub­
components. In the presence of parametric and structural constraints, essentially unique 
solution for separation of ERP subcomponents is achieved. Using blindly estimated pa­
rameters of the proposed model, the P300 subcomponents are separated and localized. 
The level of accuracy of the localization and separation show the superiority of the pro­
posed method to the conventional sPCA for P300 subcomponents especially in low SNR 
environments. The proposed method is useful for some applications which deal with vari­
ability of ERP subcomponents such as mental fatigue measurement, Alzheimer disease, 
and drug infusion.
The third contribution tackles underdetermined blind identification of the mixing medium 
and separation of the sources with sparse activities by using the FO and SO tensor models. 
For block sparse sources, in analogy to ka-SCA  based methods, the number of dominant 
sources in each segment can reach the number of sensors minus one, Nx — 1. Under some 
assumptions the estimation of model parameters is unique. By this assumption the tensor 
factorization of SOS model can be converted to a standard SCA problem which is more
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relaxed in terms of maximum number of separable sources. By imposing another con­
straint, nonnegativity of D^, the proposed method outperformed well known SOBIUM 
method in terms of accuracy of blindly identified mixing system. Moreover, the results 
show the robustness of proposed method to additive noise and also outliers. In addition, 
this method is able to recover the sources for those segments tha t comply with the as­
sumptions. Finally, using this method the upper bounds of possible Ns achieved by well 
known TF based methods can be improved to Ng > for any N x >  2.
In the fourth contribution, a novel tensor model is defined for convolutive mixture of 
sources with sparse events. In this contribution a time domain convolutive BSS method 
is proposed by proposing an extended version of FO tensor model. Similar to all above 
contributions, this method tries to factorize the mixture signals and resulted factors are 
mixing channels, for different lags, and separated sources. An alternating procedure to 
estimate the parameters of convolutive model is proposed. Similar to  the other CBSS 
methods the separated source signals are filtered versions of the original sources. In pres­
ence of proper constraints, such as block sparsity of the sources, the proposed method has 
shown higher performance compared to multichannel blind deconvolution based method 
(MBD-MFD) and also time-frequency based (Parra’s) CBSS methods in achieving higher 
SIR levels for the separated heart and lung sounds. In addition, the majorization con­
cept is employed to impose the existing geometrical information and develop a semi-blind 
time-domain CBSS with higher separation performance of separated sources. The results 
show the high performance of the semi-blind method compared with those of blind CBSS 
to achieve higher separation performance.
In all above contributions the FO tensor model, which is a constrained version of the 
PARAFAC2 model, has been effective. The results show the superiority of all FO based 
BSS methods, for instantaneous and convolutive mixtures, compared with traditional ten­
sor factorization based methods. So, we can introduce the FO tensor model as a framework 
for BSS of nonstationary and block sparse sources.
7.2 Future work
Many opportunities for future research on FO based BSS methods await to be ventured. 
W ith regard to the proposed FOBSS method in Chapter 3, the proposed algorithm can
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be extended for separation of complex valued signals in MIMO communications. More­
over, as it was shown, especially in separation of real signals like EEG signals when the 
exact number of sources is not known, there are differences between the separated sources 
using FOBSS and those of ICA methods. These different separated sources using dif­
ferent methods can have different diagnostic information. So, there are rooms to have 
a comprehensive comparison between the achieved results with those of ICA in terms of 
measuring the nonstationarity and a spatial resolution of separated sources. The results 
of this research may lead to find proper applications tha t FOBSS results in more useful 
diagnostic information.
Regarding the FCBSS method, proposed in Chapter 4, the imposed nonnegativity con­
straint was valid for separation of ERP subcomponents. While, for other applications this 
constraint might be replaced with another constraint such as independence, orthogonality, 
and uni-modality. Selection of the best constraint for different applications can be the aim 
of future research.
In the UBSS method proposed in Chapter 5 source separation and channel identification 
are carried out simultaneously. For real applications, such as separation of speech signals, 
where the number of active sources can be more than -  1, the separated sources 
might not be accurate. So, in these cases it would be wise to develop an enhanced source 
separation stage customized for specific target signals (e.g. speech signals with Laplacian 
distribution).
Finally, regarding the time-domain CBSS method proposed in Chapter 6, we have consid­
ered orthogonality constraint of the profile signals for separation of block sparse signals. 
In some other typical applications, e.g. for separation of multiple music sounds with con­
tinuous envelopes, however, this method may fail. So, in future research in order to have a 
robust CBSS method for separation of any audio signal we need to replace this constraint 
with some other parametric or structural constraints.
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